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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

c h;l pt ,, ,.

J

ll'JTRODUCT!ON

Hapidly acu·.l<'ri-lting JHOfp·er;rJ in

upav•~ tcchno.logy

c:lea.1·ly t·cquirel-l

evaluation of the ocientific experin1cntrJ or othel' hurna.n activitiefJ which
Among

r:night be carr-ied out in the victntty of the earth'FJ natural rH.ttei.llte.

vadons possibilities, the detonation of a nuclear weap<m. on or neal' the
moon's surface has often been suggested.
tion lfJ clearly threefold:

The rnotivation for such

<t

detona-.

scientific, n•ilitary and political.

The scientific information which rnight be obtained from such
detonations is one of the major subjects of inqull·y of the present work.

On

the other hand, it is quite clear that certain military objectives would be
served since information would be supplied concerning the environment of
space, concerning detection of nuclear device testing in apace and concerning
the capability of nuclear weapons for apace warfare.

The political

motivations for and against the detonation of a nudear wea.pon are equally
clear and a1e, in J.'eality, outside the ncopc.of the present work.

Obvi.ouoly,

however, specific positive effects would accrue to the nation first performing
such a feat as a demonstration of advanced technological capability.
also certain that, unless the climate of world opinion
in advance, a

conBide~·able

to detonation of a nuclear

WtHe

well-prepared

negative reaction could be Htimulated.

we<~.pon

on the mo011, fnnn a

It is

oc:i~l'l!iE~c.

Obstacles

viewpoint,

center around envirorunental di.sturhance!J, biological contamini'l.tion, and

!'adiological contamination, only \he L1.ot of which irl unique to the nuclear
weapon.

While the present cffol'tEJ have been designed to explore scientific

aspects of lunar experimentation, including detonation of a nuclear weapon
af!1ong other

..e.,o:'sibilitie~

we nevertheless have felt some obligation to

consider the obstacles listed above and at least a beginning has been made
in an evaluation of some aspects of the contamination problems.
A central theme, which runs through many of the projected experimental
situations, envisions placing of a maximum of three identical instrument
pack.1.ges at arbitrary locations on the visible face of the moon prior to any
possible nuclear detonation.

These instrument packages would be equipped

to make a variety of measurements treated in the following chapters, and,
as such, only certam operations would require a nuclear detonation.

The

instrument packages, in general, would accumulate very valuable information
on the way to the moon, while emplaced on the moon before any detonation,
as well as during and after a possible nuclear detonation.

The location of

the instrument packages need not be pre-determined but is presumed to be
known by virtue of suitable markers.
Clearly, the landing of three complex instrumentation packages on the
lunar surface with "state of the art" techniques, either today or in the near
future, must be considered a maximum effort.

It is presumed obvious to

the reader that many valuable measurements could be performed with only
one instrument package, and for certain of the observations to be treated in
the present work, only terrestrial observations arc required.

In no case

have we attempted to detail the design of a suitable instrument package

,,
}

I

con1bi.ning th(-_'

fluL

'JLr; llP< ("i'L1ry tr, ppr·f,_l>In

lht' rnany expcrirnents discussed.

Such an effort wc)u].j have been L11·ge -1nd pPrhaps entirely in

appropriatt~

at

this early sta8c ot uverall planning f.-)r possible lunar experimentation.
In conclusion, it should perhapr; be ernphasizccl that the course taken
has been the exploration of a fairly la:·gc ntunber of problerns and experirnental
possibilities without, in any eiven instance, attenlpting to be exhaustive.

It

is evident that rnany aspects of the problems which are treated here remain
untouched or, at best, have been only qualitatively considered.

Furthermore,

it is almost unnecessary to point out that a vast number of possible experiments,
not even mentioned or perhaps not even considered by the present group,
should be carefully evaluated.

The enormous effort that would be involved

in any controlled experiment on or near the moon derr•ands nothing less than
an exhaustive evaluation of suggestions by the many qualified persons who
have begun to think about this general problem.

·-i

CHAPTER II

(See Vol. II of Report)

Chapter III

OPTICAL STUDIES RELATED TO THE LUNAR RESEARCH FLIGHTS

(,JLlpi<'l'

Ol'TICAI. STlJIJJF:.•; lil·.:J,,\II·Il TCl Jill·,

c.over the following three an·an:

(a)

Jli

.lJi\1/\H

ltl<~ii<AlH:H

J.'lJ.GBTS

varwufl obHervational paraxnetel's

the moon, in the vicinity oi the rnoon or on the nurface of the moon;

(b)

stellar spectroscopy and high npeed npectroscopy of the lunar blast using
available astronomical and high speed photographic equipment and (c)
n1easu1·ements on the thennal condllctivity of the lunar surface using infl'ar·ed
emission meaflurPn1ents.
Visibility data has been compiled which would permit the calculation
of required target intensity in rHder that it

bf~

visible against a background

However, since the moon is not of uniforrn l.urni.nance,

of known lurninance.

the results are not rigorous.

Ranging from unrcsolvable points to large

irregular areas and from bright gpots In deep •;ha.dows, arranged in most
;"regular fashion, tlH' nJoon repreuenlu a rlifftr<Jli
search for a. rnuall d.rca.

i.11

-·

in which to

Thelt•lon·, t<l''l',<'l inteniclilies rnu::;t be substantially

greater than indicated by calclddtlun!;

these ccnoidc:r<1tiGu:-;

hr~ckgronnd

; __

-1

11 J I I I L! 1

a

l.J

;u;~lUIIJing undurrn

backgl'Ound.

With

tltc.rl.l cvd.hldlion of various typeEI of

n1arkers is presented,
Spectroscopy of thP lun,lr blast

dl'('d

would yiPld uueful information
Dr~tailed

considerations

[];_; ..

parameter11 on the nHible lig!tl

,,nll~lSiutt

1

;.,gh upeed Bpectroscopic

by Liu· !,;ant.

'The influence of

atnwspheric absorption and turimlan,·e on thc spectrographic information
yield by existing 'ltellar spectrographs iu prc!lented in a tabulated form.
Balloon carried telescope and spl"'cfrograph llP to

150, 000 feet is considere<t.

dtl

altitude of approximately

Whereas, a number of practical problems are

known to exist in high altitude balloon telescop)', it in clear that an extension
of the UV spectra, as well as f:rN·dom from atmospheric turbulances, will
be achieved by going above, say, 130 - 140,000 feet.
In the past, thermal conductivity of the lunar surface has been
calculated by measurements in variation of temperature on the moon's
surface during a lunar eclipse.

With the nuclear detonation acting as a

strong heat source and with the availability of highly sensitive infrared
detectors, l.t seems possible to calculate thermal conductivity of lunar
surface to a high degree of accuracy.

The influence of atmospheric absorp-

tion and turbulance on these measurements is tabulated for various existing
telescopes and infrared receptors.

Section One
~~rker _Y.isibi~!Y

The problem of sending a vehicle to the moon and of landing an
instrument package on the moon raises thP- question of tracking in flight and
accurate location on the surface of the moon.

Visual optical approaches to

the problem are preferred because of the great sensitivity of the human eye

1 zr;

and the high preci,llOII 111 location porJnil>ir

1n ln()d<•nJ opticn.

Of prime

intcrPot io lht> vir;ibiliLy and detcclabillty of var·iouu )HlfHJiblc n1arke:cu.

'fhese

fall naturally into two claoucs, those that arc sr~lf .Jurninonu by virtue of
connlltnption of oeH conLined fuel rJr r;lorcd energy and thoHc that are
lurninous hy virtue of reflected nunlight.
MiZt:: t'-J a

fui.uJ.HlU.to

.t·,~uLril t~;

The nt:ed fol' keeping weight and

the upi..jcc-:d probJt•IIl lu thretihold or aR nea:e

threshold conditions ao poflsible.
It is generally known that threshold illumination from a point source
detectable by the eye depPnds upon background brightness, color and
adaption level of the eye.

Three such backg:cound levels, full moon, dark

moon, and night oky 3000 miles distance from full moon are considered in
detail.
A.

Visual Thresholds of Disks of Light
Two investigations of visual thresholds of disks of various bright-

nesses in \tniform fields of varioun brightness levels by Blackwel1 1 and by
Tousey

2

a.re of importance and forrn the

bar~is

of rnost visibility studies.

Their results agree rernarkably well, althoup,h their experirr1ent<1.l conditions
were r:~ne different.

Fig.

1 prcr3cllts theil' data in graphical fonn.

It

displays threshold ilhlmJndtlon frun1 d point suurcc which is detectable at

which subtends less than one minute of arc a.t the eye.
of Tousey and Hulbert

3

BaBecl on observations

a point 5ourcc is very difficult to find when the

illumiP.ation is just threshold or even twic(' thf• value.

Up to five tin1es
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FIG. 1 .. THRESHOLD ILLUMINATION FROM POINT SOURCE
DETECTABLJ:: BY NAKED EYE AS FUNCTION OF'
BACKGROUND BRIGHTNESS

•

)

J

0

(vcr·tical axio) of J•'ig. l to oou1·ce int,•noity
only to cnnltiply }; hy
?.40, 000 n1ileH,

thf~ nquil.J'(' of

C)rpl'C[HJed Ul

necctJBill'Y

for dctectionJone has

tlH• diiltiHtcc, which in thin caf.Jf' iH

ccntirnci.el·n.

'J.')I,,, i1det1Gi.ty values shown in

Fig. 2 wel'e obtained. in thiu wv y

Fig. 2(a) p1:cncntn
and of ni.ght sky '1000

;tvvl·aw~

rnil1~n

hdghtnenn valnefl of light and dark moon

from the moon'o rnnfacc at full moon.

The source

intensitiefJ neceooary for detection with the naked eye against these back ..
grounds are al«o indicated.

n.

Telescopes and Improvement of Visual 'J.'hreaholds by Magnification
A telescope increases illumination from a

p_~in!

source relative

to the brightnesa of a uniform background and therefore makes it possible
to see some sour cBS which are below the limit of the naked eye.

Tousey and

Hulbert 3 derive an exprcHsion fo1· the gain by the use of telescopes which
can be written an

( 1)

in whicr ;;

M

., diarneter of objccli ve

lt~nn,

.. Inap,nifica tion,
.. tran8minsion fact(ll' of teleBcope,
:~illumination

on objective lenn when point uource a.ppears at

threshold,
i'

(i'/i)

.. unaided eye tln '·!;hoI d.
irnprov('l1lt:nt 1n t!Jrr'!;/,uld du<· to 1eleGc:ope.

Light Moon
Bn

c;

0.

?,t) I';]!Hll<'D/cn,r'

IJa:l'lt Moon

l\,

0. 0000?. 1) candles/cm 2

//

I

Source of
1. 3 x 1013 candle u
visible

I

/

()

0
Source 1. 3
visible

X

1 o9 candles

Sky 3000 mi. from moon
B0
0. 00000 25 c/cm 2
(full moon)

=

FIG. 2(a) -· SOURCES VISIBLE: TO NAKED EYE AGAINST LUNAR
BACKGROUNDS

0. 4 mile diameter

13 miles diamete1·

0
700ft diameter

FIG. Z(b) .~ WHITE SPHERES VISIBLE TO NAKED EYE

In de>'iving thin forrnuJ;, t'Pdi!in

i!IJ!JtllllJl1 iu!Jil

had

to

tw Jnade with .l'eBpect to

of the pupil v;>ricn with <Hlaptal:ion J.cvcl, the ii.!JOtunption \g not FJtdctly true,

'fable f

elHlWf'l

the i.l.dvanl:iJ.gn

Visibility of point

fJO\U'CCO

fO

be l{tlilwd. with

a[SD.hHJt fnll

lOOOil

t)H~ UfJC

of teluncopeB itt the

!J<.J.ckgnnmd,

Table 1
Telescope with M

16D(in.)

t .. Wjo/o

M

D(in.)

J.

1

·-·-"""·-=-""~-'"~-""'"'-""-•"-'r•·-·~""·---~---

Candles for Detection
Against Avg Full Moon

Ii

.....--.-·· -•""-------""""'-"------_,_ .....__ _ _ __

-----....,..,~-~ ..;.0••"'--'~'-"'C_. ..... , . , " "

Eye

l

1
2

16
37,
128

8
20
40
100
200

320
640
1000
1000
- -..... ...-....... ,._.,,.""- ....... ,.,

satellites but his

-::-r-,__~_-.,.,.

13, 000,000
75,000
20,600
l, 200

1'12
630
ll, 000
(,8, 000
2'14, 000
190,000
900,000

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

50
16.5

II

II

II

II

14.5

II

II

190

•""'"-~"'""''"'..........,...

~

fin~ling!l

mega- candle a

can be e<Hiily

cxtnnrh~d

to uwon. <Hbitera.

The

angular r1istribution of luxninofJity of a nphen: illmninated by the Run was
considered

fOJ.~

two op0cial caflco; a perfect opccnl<U' reflectol', ;tnd a perfect

diffuse rcflecto:e which obeyfl Lamhert'fJ J.avv.

The exp:rennionn fm,

lurninotHI intenflity, J., xnca.nurcd ai: a dintance which in li.ngc C(Hnparcd to

\()

tbP raditlfl, H, arP

(l)

Spec ulnt':

Diffuse:

Where 8 is the angle between the directions to the sun and the observer, F:
is the solar illumination, and
material.

J

is the reflectivity factor of the sphere

The specular sphere has a constant luminosity in all directions

since the expression for I does not contain 8.

The diffuse sphere goes

through phases like the moon and is brighter than the specular when viewed
"full" but di.nm,er when "new."
viewed at 83, 7 degrees.

The two types are equally bright when

Fig. 3 shows the angular distribution of luminosity

in the two cases.
The visibility conditions may be computed approximately by making
use of formula (2) or (3) to calculate the luminous intensity for the appropriate
conditions of illumination and viewing.

Reference to Fig. 2 will determine

its visibility status for three different background brightness conditions.
it is not visible to the naked eye, Table I may be used to determine the

apprc-priate telescope to make it visible.
Formulas (Z) and (3) apply strictly to ideal spE:cular and diffuse
spheres, reE-pectivdy.

Clearly, no practical sphere will be ideal, either

specular or diffuse, so a decision must be made as to which is the xnore
appropriate formula..

In p,eneral, this io not a difficult dccinion to make;

a polif3hed metal sphPre approxirnatcs the <>pecular case unlesg it ts badly

) j

If

I
Sunlight

l>iffuuc

I

r

. ·A.

~··'~

J>~~

Viewed opposite dUn
Diffcse is brighter

FIG. 3

A

ono

tJ R

~~

r ')

. , Viewed toward sun
Specular is brighter

r

ANGULAR DISTRIBUTlON OF' LUMINOSITY 0.1:' DIFFUSE
AND SPECUI .AH Sl'Hli:H.JCAL rtEFJ J•:C'l'ORS lLLUJ.vUNATED
nY SUNLlGHT

i "' ~~ < ~ 1

1 () , 1 t--! 1, 1o

-r

, • ,

~·

'~ 1

. 1 ;

. u ' :

1

'-

I

. I

i j

1

1

.' )

f

• (: (

II ~,, () L { l (;

·,

oxidized or corrodod and

;1.

npht:rt) coven:d wLth cl mat white paint approximatetJ

Exnlptional fJlH'f<tcl? o could n1ake the dec1sion more

the dlftuao cane.

difficult; fen example, a rnetal. foil which !o inflated lu flight.

If such a

balloon wcx'e to p1·eaent ,,,n uneven flurface consisting of a large number of

small facets, it would p1·obably approximate the diffuse case even if
individual facets are specular.

Fig. Z(b) shows the size of white dl.ffusely reflecting spheres necessary
for detection with the naked eye when they are fully Ulumlnated by the sun
and appear against

th~

backgrounds of Fig. Z(a).

Fig. 4 shows the correspond·

ing size of spheres necessary for visibility with a 40-inch telescope.

However,

the values given in Figs. 2 and 4 are based on average background brightness
and do not take into consideration the irregular background that the moon
actually presents.

The values are therefore optimistic for those cases in

which the light moon forms the background.

Although the average albedo

(reflectivity) of the moon is approximately seven per cent, the reflectivity of
individual areas varies from about 4 per cent to 30 per cent or by a factor
o: eeven.

This, coupled with the wide range of sizes and shapes of

individual areas, makes the problem moat difficult.
It ohould be recalled, furthermore, that the detectability data are

given for approximately threshold situations.

This corresponds to the

detection of a sl.xth magnitude star which is just viul.ble to the average eye
only when othel'

co:~.ditiont?,

such as the earth's atmoqJhcre, are ideal.

should also be noted that, although

teL~ocopeo

It

offP.r a tTemendous advanta.ge

130 ft.

diameter~-

..

... ..A ft. diameter
)

FIG. 4 .. WHITE

.SP1Li~HJGS

l2

ft. diameter

VISIBLE VTITH 40-INCH TELESCOPE

I
the problem of detection triH:ki.ng mrne diffi cnU..
D.

Identific<~

don of Mar kel'f~

One of the problems associated with markers on the moon is that
of positive identi.fic<J.tion.

The discuanion thun far has dealt with visibility

based on brightnesr; contrast between an object and its background.

ThA

values given have been threshold or just visible values and were baaed on
data obtained with uniform backgrounds.

With the moon as a background, a

number of possible solutions of this problem will he discussed here.

1.

Intense Source
One obvious method of insuring positive identification is to

increase the intensity of source to well above that specified by threshold
requirements.

The associated disadvantage is, of course, greater quantities

and size requirements.

2.

Color
Inaarnuch as the contrasts present on the surface of the moon

are ;..,ose of brightness (white, gray, black),· it seems reasonable that a
colored object or source could he positively identified.

Certain pyrotechnique'3

produce brilliant chromatic emission and fluorescent paints are available in
brilliant colora.

Most likely the luxninous efficiency achieved with

~olo,.ed

materials would be lower than with white matel'ials but some efficiency
could advantageously be f.lacrificed in the interests of positive i.dentific":\tion,
Unfortunately, not enough ia known about the subject of color contrast against
L:xegular background i.n connecUon with point E>ources.

I ·i ,.,

ObviouBly,

A

IJOl\l'cc would lH' po0itivc ly identified if it

be chosen which would FJUffer a rninixnuxn confuflion with thone adsing frorn
natural phenornena.

Eye responoe to pulsed nourcps .muHt be considered.

HudBon 5 given the ut~nnitivity of tlu~ ~'ye for oqnare pub1e of light t seconds
long by the equal ion
.{

,cc

£0

(f j: fc;)

( 4)

in which 10 is the threshold source intensity for steady light, I is the
threshold intensity for the pulse under the aanHo condl.tions, and tc is called
the critical duration or retinal action time.
tc from 0. 1 to 0. 2 sec.

Various authoro give values of

I£ short duration pulses are used, the source

intensity requirements may become prohibitive .
.!!~.

Marker Configuration
The effect of sl:r.e, Bhapc, and contl'a.Bt in detection of targets

has been investigated by .La1nar and A1Hwciatea.
two background levels, dayll.ght and twilighL

6

Their wo1·k was done at

The average brightness of a

full moon lie a wl.thin their l'a,ug'0 of oper·o tiou but dark moon and night sky
levels fall far below

110

th<H thci >: find.ingn a J'e applicable only in p;u·t.

addition, their investigation wao

further Hmitn ita applicability.

n~fltl'icted

In

to uni.forrn backgrounds which

Nevex·thelesn, theil· reHultR with fine line

targets uuggest a promising approach to the lunar rna.rker problem.

They

found that a line targE't whone width subtenclB only t.hrec eccondfl of ;u·c is

detectable at a

u:r~trar.ot

of

I.

0

1<' ,~.

0 (Contrast

line target againc:t a non--uniiorrn backgrouncllikr; the n1oon is obvious
since it would gpnerally en:!brace

d

range~

of background levels whereas a

poir..t source ic> r1"strict.pd to one levf·l which may or rnay not be propitious.
F.

Sodium Vapor
In 1955 U.S. experiments with sodium vaporization in atmosphere

up to an altitude of 30 ., 40 kilometers were begun for studying winds at
these altitudes and the chemical reactions of gases in these atmospheric
layers with so<'-.ium.

On .January 3, 1959, the Russians set a cloud formed

of the sodium V"apors in an atomic

stat~~.

The sodium cloud is discharged at

a specified mC'ment and it glows because of resonance fluorescence emitting
the sodium lines.

The yellow light is preferred from the point of view of

visual sensithity.

Furthermore, use of narrow band interference filters

can enhance the contrast.
The brilli<tnc:e of sodium cloud containing one kilogram of sodium
and discharged 113,000 kms away from the ea.rth is equal to a sixth magnitude
star which is at the threshold of naked eye visibility against average sky
background.

These figures seem to agree closely with calculations based on

experience witr. sodium emission in flame photometry.
it can be. concluded that for detectability with

nakf~~ye

the amour..t of ;;odinm required is:
against sky background ~· l 0 Kgms
against dC~rk nide of the moon .. 10 2 Kgrnu
and against bright side of the moon
105 Kgc.,m.

Using these figures
at lunar distance,

teleucope tnagnifica.tion is c•1nployed an
One rnight cnviflion a dna.!

dttSC\Ui~;ed

purpo~w

before.

use of Bolid pl·opeJ.l<,_nt rocket motors

as (l) l'el.n;direct.ive deviceR and(/.) markinp, flares in the present context.
The p1:opel.lant, containinp, sodium, would be releaoed on fixing the rockets
near the n1oon.

lL ;,;

quite

lil·~eJ.y

th:-11 ;, know fonnulati on

c;.J.Il

be uned, thus

precluding the costly development of a new special propellant formulation.
Most likely, formulations currently undergoing development at NOTS will be
applicable.

These formulations include metal additives such as aluminum,

boron, and magnesimn.
Several factors would bear on the amount of light detectable such as
missile configuration, spinning or tun"lbling and angle of viewing.

Section Two
Sp ~:_~!.E~S!.a phi c;__ Stu <::1~.~~
The performance of a given stellar spectrograph system examining
emission spectra of the lunar blast depends primarily on two factors:

(l)

the amount of energy (in ergEI/scc) radiated i.n each of the emission lines;
(2) the separation and width in angstroms of the closest lines that need to

be resolved.

With these qua_ntitit"s known either the optimum exposure time

can be computed or a ca.lculated cornpromise can be n1ade so that the desired
exposure time is

u~;ed

for spectroscopy or high speed spectroscopy at the

expense of over or under--exposing

~Jome

of 1hP lines.

Tables relating the

exposure tin1e to the equi.valcnt. Bt.ella.r ma8nitude of"'- lunar explosion are

in1proved in the nex1 ff'w

y<·<~JB

,,,,,i

ttut

;_)Jj~

'illtdy i~J tlwr·efor(-'

discussing the c.-qJ<1biliLie1; of apparatus already
observatories.

In

restricted tu

existence at variotlS

ThiH study is cl!vided into thr: following three parts:

fil·><t,

to derive an expression for the speed of a given telescope-·Spectrograph
system; secondly, to substitute existing values for the various parameters
and, thirdly, to present the results in tabulated form.
Considc-: a telescope focusiag an image of a point source at the
entrance slit

o{

a dispersing system as in Fig. r;.

The formation of the

point image at S is not diffraction limited, due mainly to atmospheric
turbulences, and to a lesser degl"ee, to ab<--;rrations and imperfections in the
telescope system.

The size of the image is dependent on the seeing

conditions at the time of observation.

Thus, with f3 ::: 0. 5 x lo-5( = 1 sec of arc)

the seeing is said to be good and with f3 "' 1. 0 x 10
fair.

--5

the seeing is said to be

The size of thP image in the pl.anp, of the narrow slit is f3 F 1 and, if

this is unobstructed by the slit, the size of thf' image at the photographic
plate is

This is the width of the spectrum that rP.:;ults from the seeing conditions and
instrumental parameters alone and is df:noted by s.L

to differentiate it from

sll• the irnage size parallel to thf' f!ir(~CtiOfl of dispersion.

The slit width

~~k--

--

T

--

s

c
"

:.J

"'

:-e;:)rfst:rts tl":e -.;.:l:rFsol•iJ.bJ.e are=. of the> n'Jclea:r d·~tonation on the lu:1ar
.:; :_::,p tej~sco?P c·bject1vc o;[ ril.J.meter .:Jl 3r..d fccaJ ler;gth F: .
-- ·::-.e 3.:-:.g~E s,.:.:,tt~r.rled. bv the :..mage at:~-:: . . . Jjecti·\~f> T and spec~£ied thG
,s ':':.e spe ctrogra pl-: entranc c:-- 5llt.
~ s ! 1-1 f:' coJ.limatcr ]r-;-,:S of diarYleter Dz and focal ].ength F2.
is t}-_? dispersjr;g f>~.rment cf t>e spectrograph.
l s t~F specrrog::-aph ca:ne::-2. lens of diameter D3 and focal length F3.

:s

':~ f~

s·~r:ace.

s~F:lr:g C:):-_C.~·ricn ~see 'Cf'>:-

photograpr ic ::=l?.tP.

FIG. 5 - THE GENERAL LAYOUT OF STELLAR SPECTROGRAPE

____________________ _______________________________________
,

sll corresponding to tllf'

llflt'd

i't'Flo}utJOn limit,

/1 '

of the photographi<-

plate is given by

where i and ·y· are the tncident ann tht, refracted angle!!.

The fraction of the flux transmitted, T, by the slit is dependent on
slit width and image intf'rHiity distribution.

In onler to derive a simple

expression, we assume a uniformly bright square image for simplicity.

In

fact, of course, the intensity distribution in a star image generally follows
a bell-shaped curve.

It is then given by

(6)

The effective resolving power
by

,h

R=*

, of the spectrograph is limited

when the aperture ratio of the camera is greater than f/40.

Under

such conditions

( 7)

Substituting (7) in (6) we have

Now the factors governing the amount of flux incident on the photographic
emulsion are
( 1)

the atmospheric transmission Kat

(2)

the transmission of the telescope .. spectrograph system KTS

( 3)

the width of the spectrum

(4)

the

linea.:~:

~L.

dispersion of the spectrograph

! 4!

Cornbinf)d, these expn~>~uiono

1

,·duct' tht' lhx ••Jnittcd by the point nDurce B 0

(in the oolid ang1(' eubt.ended by the tPlcs,·o!H' <'lpel·ture to the point solnce) to

BT the energy incident on

Uu~

photographic

plat<'~

P'"' refJo]ution ar<>a of the

ernultdon,

~:~~"7 ·;)) (~,) (Xf:s)(~5_-) ( jtfi7l)
etJ}.Sj fesolut/ort drh2,
Dunharn

'I

suggests that the rninirnurn

on a photographic plate is 0. 6.

c~enaity

for recording an emission line

Eastman Kodak

8 quote a figure of

3. 0 x l0'' 2 er:~/cn:1 2 as the energy 1·equired to produce this density in the
visible spectrum on 103a-0 emulsion, the usual emulsion used in stellar
spectroscopy.

For photographic reoolution this corresponds to

6. 0

x 10

-6

ergs/resolution area; for 103a-O emu.lsion the resolution area is

1. 0 x;{

sq mrn whereji

·- 20f!.

It should be noted that equation (5)

i:ldicates that only for poor seeing conditions ((3 . 4 sec of arc) and with the
200-.inch telescope workin8 at high resolution (F 3
equation (7)) doeo the spectrum wi.dth
including those constde1·ed below,

~L

~L

is

exceed
<-liWllnted

~

2600 mm, Bee

nun.

In all other cases,

constant at l rnm.

can be achievc·d by uuing such h'chniyues as Kapany's

9

This

Light Funnel or

Bowen's 10 Image Slice1·,
Table U lists the expocntre tirnes required to record a density of

0. 6 on 1 03a "'0 emulsion as a function of Btellar magnitudes and spectrographic
resolving powers.

The quantitieu ass,nncd con3tant. are:

the width of the

Table U
Stellar Magnitude

EXPOSURE TIME IN SECONDS

Resolving Power
of 80, 000
-21
-19•
-17
-15
-13
-11

- 9
- 7

- 5
- 3
- 1
1
3

5
7

9
11

4.0xlo-7
2,5xlo-6
l.6xl0-5
l.Oxlo-4
6.2xlo-4
4.0xlo- 3
2.5xlo- 2
l.6xlo- 1

l.O
6.2

4..0xl0 1
l.5x10 2
1. 6 x 1 o3
1. o x 1o4
6. 2 x 1 o4
4. o x 1 o5
'?,, 5 X 106

Resolving Power
of 20, 000
2.5xlo-8
1,'6 X }0-7
l.Oxlo- 6
6.2xlo-6
4.0xlo- 5
2,5xlo- 4
l.6xlo- 3
l.Ox1o- 2
6,2x1o- 2
4.0xl0-l
2. 5
16
10 2
6,2xl0 2
4.0xi0 3
2,5x10 4
1. 6 x 1 o5

Resolving Power
of 5, 000

1.6

x

Io-9

l.Oxlo-8
6.2x1o-8
4.0x1o-7
2. 5 x 1o-6
1,6xlo-5
l,Oxlo-4
6.2xlo- 4
4.0xlo- 3
2.5xlo- 2
1.6xlo-I
1.0
6.2
4.0xl0 1
2, 5 X }02
l.6x10 3
l. 0 X 104

npcctrum, S; , at! nun, Uw tT:;oh,tiou Jimii. ;).
at .201J.; the dianH'i.er of

the~

coLlirnalot' objective a1 /,()() mm; the angular

diapcl'Hiou of the gratiug (of 1 '), 000 linen

Ol"der) n,t

, of the l03a"O ernnl11ion

IH'l'

inch arul uBed in the Becond

t. 7.6 radianll/A; the transn1iBtJiun factor of the telcscopc··Bpectrograph

syater:n KTS ansmned to he 10 pe1· cent ancl fail· ~c~eeing conditions

(~ "" 1. 0

X

1 o·· 5 radian)'

In order

tc)

calculate the flux l'cquil'ed to px·oduce a

photographic density of G. 6, the measurements of Pettit and Nicholson
the Mount Wilson Observatory were used.

11

at

They found that 0. 244 ergs/sec

of radiation were incident over the ape1·ture of the lQO .. inch telescope from
0

a 1. 0 magnitude star in the zenith for a meaP wavelength of 5000 A.

The

relationship between stellar luminosity and ·nagnitude is given as follows:

n~ ~m1

"'

1

;3.5 /op/0 ·---;:---

where ml and m 2 are the stellar magnitudes and 11 and lz are their relative
apparent luminosities.
The exposure times listed in Table II apply to three different
spectrogra,-'_ systems attached to the lOO .. inch Mount Wilson telescope; they
can be converted to the exposure tinwB .for a 25, ')()

OT

200··inch aperture

telescope by multiplying the exposut·e times by 1, 2, oL· 0. 5 respectively.
Similarly, for good and poor seeinp, conditions with the lOO .. inch telescope,
the exposure times ;,u·e respectively halved and doubled.
Table II does not include the variat.ionn in a.tmospheric transmission
(Kat) which arc functions of wavelength and zenith angle,

Stebbins and

Whitford!?. have pt.blished some observed valtws of atmospheric spectral

transrniso1on abo ., th<' J'vio1,,

1

11·..

are of importance be<'ausP t;,,....,

ITH

"

•i.Jf·' ·

()},:,·

lude not only r:nolecular scattering effects

but also transrnifH'·on lDsser' due io haze :111d tht' nc-lf'ctive absot'ption ot the
atn1osphe ;·e

Thebe t·esults have been

tHH~ct

to

clt~tf,rrnine

the variation of

atxnosphe:r ic t ransn1ission with zE•nith angie and arc shown in Table III ior
zenith angles of

oo, zoo

and 40°.

Table Ill
Wavelength

()"

20°
--·~

3530A
4220
4880
5700
7190

10'300

-.

62%
77%
85%
88%
95%
97%

64%
78%
86o/o
89%
95%
97%

40°
56%
73%
82%
86%
94%
97%

High speed spectroscopy of the lunar blast and infrared measurements
of the moon in the vicinity of the blast would yield information regarding:
(a) composition of lunar material!:l, (b) thermal properties of lunar materials.
and {c) the associated exciting phenomenon.

High speed spectrographs, using

various types of image dissectors and rotating drums have been developed.
Some of these instruments have been used for high speed photography and
sp'3ctroscopy of explosions on earth using speeds of the order of 10 7 to 1 o9
frames per second.

However, dt:.e to the complex image dissecting systems

used, the spatial resolution and light efficiency of these systems is, in
poor.

gene.~·al,

Need for development of efficient high speed ca.rneras in conjunctiL>n

with astronomical telescopes is therefore indicated.

1 ';

Furthermore, wi t.h

the 1·ecenl r~xnpha,aiG on balloon carried \elencopes, it would seern that more
efficient high nper~d photography uystr~n1s with wideJ- spectral range in the
UV and lR will have to hr' de ve 1oped.

A.

Stellar Spectroscopy Abov<' the Ozone Layer
The point of interest in high altitude spectroscopy iB whether the

recording range can be extended frorn the visible into the atmospheric
attenuated ultra--violet as well as infrared regions of the spectrum.

The

main problem here is to lift a telescope--spectrograph by balloon to a height
of 150, 000 ft., i.e., above the ozone layer, to stabilize the motion of the
balloon and t<> direct the telescope so that the irnage of the detonation lies
across the e11trance slit of the spectrograph.

This presents a large number

of practical problems in precision tracking and stabilizing instrumentation as
well as development of large payload balloons.
Assuming this problem is solved, then the telescope .. spectrograph
system is working under ideal conditions and the size of the primary image
is that of a diffraction-limited system.
as

lo- 5

That is, the seeing condition

radians in Table II i_s substantially reduced.

f3,

taken

Consider a 24-inch

f3 in the diffraction -limited case is given by

telescope, the value for

where() is the wavelength used and Dis the diarneter of the aperture.
Putting

;1 ::

5000

A and

D-::: 24" we then have

.£:?<__ ~-

equation (8) the ratio of .

D;

f3

c:

10~ 6

radians.

If, in

is kept constant anu the same values for

the resolution, etc., are ust-d a_,, fur the 100-J.ncL telescope, then the speed

! ·lf·

will be altered

1n

the rilti.·

Hence, the 24-inch tel<>scope, working under ideal\ onditions, will be 2. 4
times as fast as the 100--inch telescope at Mount W ..lson working under fair
seeing condition F-l.

If a 12 -inch telescope iH substituted ior the above 24--inch

telescope, then the speed is 0. 6 times that of thr 100--inch telescope.

If a telescope 12 inches or more in diameter could be carried to a
height of 150, 000 feet with a spectrographic

S'.

stern attached to it (it should

be noted that for a resolution of 80, 000, 20, COO, or 5, 000 the focal length
of the camera would be 2, 600 mm or 160 rnrn respectively for a 15,000 lines/incl"
grating in the second order) then the spectral range would be limited by the
reflectivity of the different components of the system.
reflection coating used through the

visibl·~

Aluminum

lS

the usual

spectrum; it has a reflection

coefficient of over 85 per cent through the visible spectrum and down to
about 2000
1000

A,

but then the reflectivity faE.s nearly .linearly to 10 per cent at

A.
Section ThrPI"
Infrared Measurerr:ents for Deterrnination of Lunar Thermal
_Conduni vity
The infrared rneaEurements of the n1oon's surface temperature

being considered consist of collPcting the radiant flux from a one square
mile area centerE'd about ground ZE'rc, anc' oLt;:lining a con1plete tirr1e vs

ternpe1·aturc l't:cord nf thiu

n~1·.ion.

Th<' information ohtained f.t·orn ouch a

nwaDurenwnt would <'lla.ble <mt: to estinldtP

thl~

thPJ'lll<ll conductivity on the

hasirJ of the J'atc of cooling, a.nd would yield the s;.nne type of infonnation

l3
rneviously obtained by inf:cared measurements during total lunar eclipses
except that inforrnation could now be obtainf'tl at very rntAch higher ternperatures,
and with the additional advantage tha.t more ocnBiti ve rneauurernenta are
posoible now due to the development of highly sensitive photoconductive
detectors such as the lead sulfide cell.
The measurernents made during lu.nar eclipses have indicated a
rapid cooling rate showing that the conduction of heat into or out of the
interior of the moon is very slow.

This very poor thermal conductivity

could be attributed to the layer of highly porous, dust--like material thought
to be

blanket~>,g

the moon's surface.

Infrared measurements made during a

lunar detonation might yield radically different results, since if a surface
burst is employed, a very large amount of thermal energy would be
deposited in the lunar material beneath this porous covering, and the thermal
conductivity of this material may be considerably greater.

Thus, one might

anticipate a slower rate of cooling to be measured under these conditions
than has previously been measured during the lunar eclipse measu1·ements.
The sensitivity of measurements of temperature of regions of the
moon in the vicinity of the blast is a function of the absolute temperature of
the area being comp<lred.

For instance, if the area closest to ground zero

iq at a tem:·Jeraturf' of l5l0°C and the area L1rther from the burst is at a

ten1peraturc of l500"C, the ten -d''gn:e difft:n'olCC in temperature would
produce a differcnct· in the total radiation coilected by a one square n1eter
telescope mirror of?, x lO.g watts and in the lead sulfide region (1.0 .. l.8fL)
to a difference of l. 3 x 10-!:$ wntts.

Sinn· the noise equivalent power of

present day lead sulfide detectors

approximately l 0" ll watts, this signal

1s

can be easily detected by such a phoi.oconductive detector.

We can see from

the very low noise characteristics of these detectors that temperature
differences of considerably less th<Jn lUoC can be detected at an absolute
temperature of 1500°C.

At an absolute temperature of 200°C, the same

1 oo C difference in temperature would produce a difference in the radiation
collected by tbe one square meter mirror of 0. 7 3 x 1 o- 11 watts in the lead
sulfide region.

This quantity of flux is approximately equal to the noise

equivalent power of the cell, however, and would produce a signal-to-noise
ratio of one,

In order to detect this l0°C difference at 200°C, one could

employ a larger telescope mirror so that the sis;nal·-to-noise ratio would be
increased .....1.til the signal could be resolved.
In the above calculations the transmission of the earth 1 s atmosphere
was chosen as 30 per cent, and the moon was considered as performing as
a perfect blackbody with an emissivity of unity.

The total flux coll.ectcd

at the earth's surface from a unit area of the moon's sc:rface i.E
by

the expre:3sion

'.:·.·"'1

gi.ven

when~

n

C!11i~3St.vity

(i'

Stefan- })o ltzn1a n con st<Ult

of the llllHHl

ten1pe ratu.rc in
;:

o

K

rnoon -earth diotanc0.

Tat "tntnsrnisoion of the c;u·th'H atrnosphere
Ac

-- area of the telescor)e
rnirro~c
l

The table shown below illustriltes the flux collected by a one square
meter mirror frorn one square rrtile of the moon's surface which is
maintained at the si.x different temperatures listed.

The total radiation as

well as the radiation m the lead sulfide ( 1. 0 - 2. 8f.L) and lead selenide

{ 1. 0 - 7. Of.L) regions is shown.

,---------~-----~----

Total {watts)

200

4.66

500

3. 38
2. 47

000

500

9. 26
2.47
3. 60

OOG

Jooo

X

l 0 -·9
10" 8
10- 7

X

10"7

X
X

X
X

lo-6
10" 5

PbS( 'ratts)

2.35

X

3.04
9.75

X

l 0--11
lo-9

X

10"8

5.46
l. 61
2 0 'j
~.

X
X
X

7~'-·-·

PbSe(watts)

J0-7
1 o--6
Jo-- 5
--=~'-

, ..

~.~,

1. 59

X

2.30
2. 19
8.43
2. 10
2.34

X

o,..,~,.~L'--~c..--=--_,__

X

X
X
X

10"9
1o- 8
l 0 -· 7
1 o-· 7
10"'6
1o- 5

........,..,...._-_,.......,...._._,-.._,.-----..-..-...-c-,

The noise e<J•;.ivalent power for each of the three types of detectors
listed above can be tak ·n as 10 .. ·1 w;,tts fc:.'r the total radiaticm uetector
(bc>lloJ·ct< r),

selenide cell.

to·· II watts for the le;:d ·;<Jlfidc cell and lo-9 watts for the lead
Jt can be seen, tl,eref,~n·, that t.1e lead sulfide cell gives the

dc·tcrrnination·; can o·,]y llf' nc;,c],> v:ilh th1s,

<'.1.1

~;l!l<'t>

th<' tutal radiation

detector and lead selenide cell yield

Bignal~to.-noise

ratios of less than two,

Thus, a lead sulfide detector is the best suited for this type of measurement.
The size of the detector to be employed will be dependent upon the intensity
distribution in the diffraction pattern in the image plane of the telescope and
will, therefore, be governed by the atmospheric "seeing" conditions and to a
lesser extent the diameter of the objective mirror of the telescope.
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Chapter IV
SEISMIC OBSERVATIONS ON THE MOON

Chapter IV
SEISMIC O.BSF:Jt VA'l'IONS ON THE MOON

Scitnnic obncrvations on the moon are of great potential intex·est from
the viewpoint of fundarnental theories of the development of the solar system
J)etc:rntination of the phyeical [_!tructu:ce of both the

aud of the inoon

outer layers and core of the moon would go far in perrnitting choice
between various suggestions as to the origin and early history of our satellite.

It is not certain how much seismic energy will be coupled into the
moon by an explosion near its ourface, hence one rnay develop an argument
that a large explosion would help ensure sw;cess of a first seismic experiment,
On the other hand, if one wi8hed to proceeJ at a more leisurely pace,
seismographs could be emplaced upon the moon and the nature of possible
interferences determined before selection of the

e~<plosive

device.

Such a

course would appear to be the obvious one to pursue from a purely scientific
viewpoint.
In the event high sensitivity seisrnic detectors could be emplaced on
the moon and the noise level.s were sufficiently low, one might gain valuable
information either fron1 the irnpact o. n1et'o:rites or of 1·ocketo undergoing
harr.l ldnJ.ing uu Lite

H'UUfl

We shall outline

u1

he~·e

and posflible instntrr<":ttal

f1.0.u1 ua.ti.:~:.:a.l

y_uakts

c;..:i :::;t

0

sonte general aspects of Eei.srnic observations

C'•n~:i;ura~.ions

and also attc,npt a rough cdc:ulation

Section One
The Nature of Seismic Observations
From the point of view of seismology, observational data indicates
that we may consider the earth and presumably the moon as large elastic
spheres that aL·e essentially homogeneous and isotropic insofar as local
variation~

l.n elastic properticA are concerned.

The mechanical energy

involved in <u.y local deformation of ouch a sphere will be propagated in part
in

~:he

form of elastic waves moving out from the focus of the deformation

to every part of the sphere.

Considerations based on an infinitesimal strain

theory of elasticity lead to the conclusion that there are two possible types
of body waves in such media.

One, which is transmitted with the speed

is a compressional body wave designated as the P wave
in seismology.

The second, which travels with a speed

wave of ::..eismology, is a transverse wave.

(3 = /Aj,P

In these equations,

i\

, the S
and

f.1.

are the Lame stress constants, fJ. is a measure of the rigidity of the material,
and

I\

is related to the incornpressibility of t}>e media, k, through the

equatio.1
When these waves reach the surface they cause that surface to undergo
a complex periodic motion.

A properly designed seismometer is able to

record one or more of the translational components of that motion.
types of body waves move

a

dist·~_nt

w~th

The two

diati.nct velocities, and, therefore, arrive at

station at different times.

Their arrival is usually recorded as

disliHct mo··ic-ns in ti:>l<:' ._·f the r:-ci::mic .:nass reb.tiy,, to the !Jurface.

An a pl·elilTlinilry, W<' ,;hall first rhsutss variotu> asp(,Clc> of terrcfJtrial

seiun1ology and then proceed to
the ntoon.

th<' n1ain

questi(ln of seisrnic observations on

Within the earth's interior·, there are regions wherein decided

changes in elastic properties occur.

F:ithPr type of body wave incident upon

such regions of discontinuity will, m general, give rise to both reflected waves
and refracted waveii of both c<JmprcBsional 2_nu tr<tnHverse character.

The

complex system of waves arising f:rorn the reflections and refractions at the
several regions of discontinuity ultimately reach the surface to be recorded,
in turn, by the 3eismometer.
seismograph

r·~cords

In addition to the body waves, the typical

the arrival of various types of surface waves that have

travelled through the outermost layers of the crust to the station.

The

complicated record of the arrival of all of these varied wave pulses constitutes
the basic observational data of seismology.

Fig. l is a representation of the

ray paths for a few of the possible types of wave pulses that might reach a
station on the earth's surface fro!Yl a disturbance whose focus is within the
mantle.

The major zones within the earth, based on seismic data of the

var-iation of velocity with depth, are indicated.
will be discussed in Section Two.

The details of this pattern

For our pt!rposes here we have indicated

only the mantle which extends to a depth of 2900 km and beneath this layer
core of the earth.

about 5100 km.

VYi.tltin thF core z:_ furtbt-:r subr.iivis1nn occurs at a depth of

This central portion of the earth is called the inner core.

The notation usetl to identify the various types of rays is the following:
compressional. waves within the mantle, Pis used.
mantle are designated uy S.

For

Shear waves within the

Foe coruprcssional waves within the core, we
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No f;lw<Jr waveu have' bc<'ll l)bfl<'lvt'd within the core no that no uymbol

need be specified for uuch a. ray.

Tn indicate that a reflectioH has occurred

at tlw core a cnnaU letter c io pla.ccd. lwt.wPen the capital letters deBignating

the incident ray and the reflected ray in thi a rnan.ner. PeP.
The short rayB rnoving upwal'd to the our .ace frorn the focun are
designated by small letter s or p, depending upm whether the wave is a
ahear wave or cornpresnional wave.
In the seismographs taken at stations some distance from the focal
point of a disturbance within the earth, it is possible to determine the time
of arrival of many of the waves described .1bove.

A knowledge of the locus

of the focal point of the disturbance, the time of occurrence of the
disturbance, and the tirne of arrival of a given wave pulse at various stations
enables one to construct a travel timetable giving the time required· for a
given pulse to travel the distance from .the focus to the point of observation.
The most comprehensive data of this type for the earth have been compiled
by Guttenberg and Richter and by Jeffreys and Bullen.

Travel time curves

for several of the types of wave paths occurring within the earth are
illustrated in Fig. Z.
These tables are the basic tools for the interpretation of seisrnic
data for the earth.

With their 'J.se it has been possible to obtain an accurate

knowledge of the variation of velocity of both shear and compressional body
waves with depth within the earth.

In terms of their variation, together with

some further assun1ptions and known

propertic~>

uf the earth, it has been
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poooible to d('ft'nnine the vaJ:i;ltion with clc)'th of auch quantitico as density,

The

Strucl\~t·t•

pf tht' t·:arth'n Jntcriot·

If we connidcr the vadation of velocity of tJeismic waveA with depth,
we can distinguish three major zones within the earth's interior.

The first

zone is the crustal layer varying in depth between 30 and 40 km over the large
continental land masses and between 5 .. 6 km under the large ocean areas.
This region is

hctC>:.roge.neo\~8

in those properties which relate to the movement

of seismic waves, and velocities of both P and S waves within it are very
variable.

From the lower surface of the crust, the Mohorovicic discontinuity,

to a depth of approximatf'ly Z.900 km lif·q the m:1ntle.

This region is

characterized by steadily increasing velocity of seismic waves with depth and
is believed to consist of dt:.nite, a hard, densP rock made up largely of the
mineral olivint', a nilicate of magueoiuxn and il·on (Mg, Fe) 2 so .
4
At the rmrf<J.ce olivine has a dcnBity of about 3. 3 gn1/c.m 3 .

density of the ea.rth ,Jo a whole in of the onl.L!r of'). 52 gm/cm

3

Since the

this implies

that the inteX'ior of tbe ectrth bcnPath the n1antle rnust have a very high
density.

Seismic evidPnce mdicateo for the core cf the earth a density of the

3
order of 10 to 12 grn/co1 , cJ. very low rigidity, a1:c: a rnarked decrease in the
velocity of comprc:.sioncc.l waves.
to be that the

C'Or!."

Inolten at<tte and

The rnost reasonable asfJumptions appear

consi;;ts largly of iron or of co iron nickel rna.tHl in the

~;ncler

vcJ:y high FrPunuees.

A

lnDXt'

cc•refd.

finer s•. bdi vision of
wherein rnark0d

l

a.z~;~lv~;z::

.. 1 ll.c vclucity dr'pth c\nves reveals

a

still

l.v Lit'''" llUjo1· :0unc r; lllPntioned above into regions

change~• eitht~,·

in v,.Jocity or· velocity gradient occur.

These

subdivisions are prcsc'ntt~d in 'J'abl£~ I takf'n froxn Bullen 1 whose analysis is
based ou the vcloci.ty depth curv()s of Jeffreys.

In :lddition, we have included

Fig. J which giveG tiw veloe1ty depth Cl!r\·es for t 1\e earth as developed by

It will he observed that the curve for S ·.vaves does not continue

Bullen.

beyond the lower surface of the mantle at a

dep~h

of 2900 km.

The absence

of data revealing the passage of a shear wave through the core of the earth
is one of the major facts of seismology and attests to the molten state or at
least very low rigidity of the eax·th's core.
This di scontimLity is further marke l by the drastic drop in the velocity
of P waves at thi.s same level.

The minor variation in the velocity of P waves

at a depth 5121 kms attests to the existence of an inner core within the core.
If we know the variation of the velocity of shear waves and compressional
,,,-_,ves and, therefore, the- variation of the Lame constants .:\ and fJ· with depth,
then the assumption that the ntrcss withiu the earth's interior is esscn<:hlly
equivalent to a hydrostdlic pressure lea.ds to the following differential
equation relatine clPD61.ty 2.r.d the
.

I

.

?!d/y

= Bra . .~~; t ;~- ~. i on .1

!

c r~ , ,

-: t .:' ! '

tn -:. n1a r.s of e-2-.r i.L
r·

/ 1 .> r~ ;_

r

t

distar>c<.~

r frorn the center of the earth.
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5.977 x

earth,

10'~'

grn•;, and lhv kr·c•wn

then by certain reasonable a::;suinptioP»

IIIO!Il<'lll

;l<'

of in<'rtia, H.104 x 10 44

to tl,<' n;>ture uf

gn1

en/·,

th(· Inateria1 of the

leads to a cletennin:Hion of thc v;1:'1.ttion of d•·r·sify with depth within the earth.
t- \.... -~ """""

t..Jt\.....tl,

since the stress in the ear:.h's intf'nor is ,;ssentially equivalent to a hydrostatic
pressure

and a knowledge of the density vc.riation with depth albws the evaluation of
the variation of pressure with depth.

Finally, since the velocities of the

compressional wave, P, a11d the sl:Hoar wdve, S, are known in terms of the
density and the values of
can be established.

i\

and fJ.,

then the variation of

r1.

and p. with depth

In terms of the ~e s•1ch "la stic properties as the bulk

modulus of the earth's interior is obtainab]P.
Table II is a compilation of tlw de~tsi:y, gravity, and pres sure distribution
in the earth due to BullPn.

One of the fundamental problems of tlw St'isrnology of the rnoon that
needs to

b,,

investigated is the lPvel of background noise or seismic activity.

This investigation woul<~ involve only tlw

r:'"l''lll<'HL

at a single location upon the rllocn'c: .·; ,rLtc ,._

of a single seisn10IT1eter

Fur the earth there

i!J

a

DENSITY, GH.A VI'TY AND PRESSURE DISTlUB UTION WITHIN THI:: EARTH
Depth

Density
gw/ cn1 3

Ct·:nity,
c rr• / s <e c '"

PrPssure x 10
d.ynes/cm 2

·=·3 3==·::-:--:.-:":.=·::o.c::~::_~,,-==-~=---=-3~-3-2=="''~.::-c::::=~:::::c.c~;::;:o.-::;::c.:.:.~';)H'·:f="::::..--::-:c-::-::::::====.:::':..-::=.=o~·o ~9::::::--=:::::-::-.:::
100
2.00
300
400

3.38
3. 47
3, 55
3.63

A 1 1
'ilJ

~
' '
J
, U'l

500
600
700
800
900
1000
1200
1400
1600
1800
2000
2200
2400
2600
2800
2898
2898
3000
3200
3400
3600
3800
4000
4200
4400
4600
4800
4982
~1

Ll

5400
5700
6000
6371

3.89
4. 13

4.33
4.49
4.60
4.68
4.80
4.91
5.03
5. 13

5. 24
5.34
5.44
5.54
5.63
5.68
0.43
9.57
9.85
10. 11
10. 35
10.56
10. 76
10.94
11. 11
11. 27
11. 41

11. 54
14. 2

989
992.
9')'>

997
1000
1 or) 1
1000
999
997
995
991
988
986
985
986
990
998
1009
1026
1037
1037
1019

979
931
892
848
803
758
716
677
646
626
585

460
3?.0

177
17. 2

0

0.031
0. 065
0. 100
0.136
0. 141
0. l 7 3
0. 213
0.256
0. 300
0.346
0.392
0.49
0. 58
0.68
0.78
0.88
0.99
l. 09
l. 20
l. 32
l. 37
l.
l.
l.
1.
2.

37

47
67
85
04
2. 22
2. 40
2. 57
2. 73
2.88
3. 03
3. 17
3. 27
3. 41
3. 53
3. 60
3.64

considerable background of nciBmic noise.

This is due to such factors aH

the activity associated with civilization, the movement of trees with the wind,
the rnovernent of atrnospheric storms over the Btuface, and possibly the
potmding of the surf along the shores of the oceans.

Upon the moon all such

activity will be absent.

Dr. Jack Oliver, a seismologist of the Lamont

(~cophycicall~aboru..tory

of Colurnbia University, r-.:ew Yol-k City_ haa

expressed the opinion to us that, as a consequence, the moon would be
expected to be

seisrnic<~.lly

very quiet.

The only probable sources of background

seismic noise within the moon would be the natural vibrations induced

in it

as an elastic solid in response to uneven gravitational pulls of the earth and
possibly other planets within the solar system, together with the "creaking
noise" associated with the adju&Lment of large masses of rock to the resulting
uneven stresses.

The periods associated with the natural frequencies of an

elastic sphere of the size of the moo1 are much larger than the periods of
the usual seismic waves of inten•st in seismology or those associatcll with
explosions.

Sp(~cial

dcsicn of instrumt>ntation is required to achieve the

ability to record : 1·c:1

wdve~;.

A pro['.ran1 fot' the de velopnH'nt of such

instru.1nentation 10 rneasure the corrC'sF,''lCiing periods for the earth are even
ll<),v being carried' ut c;_t Lamont Gcophy~ical Laboratories. The requi:cd

!;.·,;;·nic

noi~<e

;_,,}( :•!,round, usually caLled n1icroseisnH<, is of the arnplitc

!.-·,,·]of 0. l to 10. U microns.

..:;

That bad.• round noiBc o.: the nwon attJ:ih .ii.Y.le

to tLe con:;tant r('-2 J_;c;stnlcnt of large ruc.k strata to the uneven Gtressc

.'.:.te

to the gravitational pull of the earth would then be expected to he no larger
in amplitude and i:; probably much lower.

1t will be of importance to monitor

this background level for a period of time to determine its absolute value,
the nature of itf:l variation with time, and the characteristics it exhibit&.

The

accomplishment of this phase of the investigation) assuming that a single
functioning in!'Jtr11ment package can he landed on the moon1 requires the
minimum of equipment that would be involved in any seismic investigation.
Upon the basis of the current hypothesis of the structure of the
moon's interior, one would anticipate no large amount of moonquake activity.
This hypothesis assumes the moon has no liquid core and that it
consists of a layer of mantle-type rock overlying a small solid core of iron
or nickel-iron.

Upon the earth the great majority of earthquakes arise

within the crustal layer as the result of volcanic activity or the adjustment
of excessive strains along fault lines.

Only a small proportion have been

recorded as originating in the underlying mantle rock and these only in the
shallowest layer.
In the absence of volcanic activity and a crustal layer for the moon,
we must anticipate that a moonquake can be only a very rare occurrence.
Yet this is all hypothesis and the recording of none or little moonquake
imp0rt~nt

experimental fact with which to judge any theory of

the structure ;:nd the formation of the moon.

Upon the earth althoueh a

znajor earthquake is fortunately rarl', yet an t><nthq,,ake of lO\'' intensity is
vt:t·y common.

'_i'his is <1gaino;t a rE·1.:dively high h;,cksround activity.

Thus,

if fo:r· any

H~<won

the :t'e nhould he .iiHlmHpwJwn, then Bince the background noise

will bl!l low, one would expect

it

counide~·able

amount of intcrpxetabl<1'l data

fnnn a fJingle Bcimnoxnete<·.
What has been said no far cnviB<tges the
!leis:rnonH~ter

pla.cen:H~nt

of a fJingle

upon the rnoon and does not involve even the explosion of a

sin!lle boxnb whether of a nuclear or chetnic:al tvne.

'.

~

If we enlarge the scope of planned instrurr.entation to include the
possibility of placing three widely-spaced inatl·t·ment packages, we can
expect to gain additional information,

The presence of three recording

seismometers increases the possibility of obtaining usable records, increases

the possibility of verification and cross -checking of instruments and, in addition,
allows for the construction of elementary travel tirnetables.

It is to be remembered that the tra'lel timetables for the earth are
the result of a long and continuous statieti cal analysis of a large body of
seismic data taken by a wide coverage of instruments.
Our moon tables can be only a crude beginning, yet can offc:-..· a wealth
of information relative to its interior and Hurface laycJ.'S,

Assurnin:~

nome

seismic activity whether due to nwonquakes, or the collision of meteorites
with the surface, or for whatever causeo, we could irnrnediately obtain aorne
general and far r0.achine conchJRionA fn, p,, At!''.l.•:tn<·e of the moon, its
surface layers, and its hiato:ry,

The velocity of hody waves and, therefore,

the elanticity of the n1ediurn, at least within itB mantle, would be an
immediate result.

The existence or non--existence oi

l (.

'~

;t

layered atructl.ll.

c)

~;uhsu,·facl~ a.tC<).n

within the ixnrnediatc
we are fortunate the

be coniil·med.

existenc!~

SonH~

of

<t

of the n1oon could be eFJtablisbed.

If

core and the absence of a liquid core can

ray paths aye r>hown in Fig. 4.

If we have some approximation to the variation with depth, we can
obtain an idea as to density variation and pressure variation with depth.

In

short, the path laid out by the anaJy11is of the otructure of the earth's intP.rio:r
from seismic data becomes at least partially available for the moon.

This

has hypothecated observable ,seismic activity upon the moon.

If we further hypothecate the explosion of a nuclear or even chemical
bomb, we then have the possibility of certain determination of at least the
immediate sub-surface structure of the moon.

The existence of any

pronounced sub-surface discontinuities will certainly be revealed.

The

elasticity, density, and pressures within these layers will have been determined.
The certain occurrence of surface waves will add to the information obtainable.

Section Four
!~~~~~t:.u:r.:.<:__~f,__ g~~--~':.T:L::~~ en t ~--!~r Ins tr umen tat ion

As ordinarily constructt.rl, a seismometer would ideally record
some component of the relative motion of the earth's surface with respect
to its quiescent state.
ou~

In seismology the components normally measured are

ur more of the three translational components of that relative

The rotational components a.re so

sm~ll

mc,:~·:on.

at all obsCJ:vational Ini.nts except

within the immedi2L. vicinity of the fc,c,l point of the

c~istur);2.,1C'

that

the~'
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surface undergoes its rnotion uncl<·r tli<'

infl·u·rH:~: <!I

One way of providing such a point is tu suspend or
"fron1 a rigid fran1e that moves with the earth.

the passing seismic wave.

~;upport

a ll1a.ss on a spring

ThP softf-'r the suspension and

consequently the longer the period of such a rnass, the rnorc nearly docs its
motion relative to the frarne and thus the earth represent the quantity we
wish

to

rneasure.

An alternative is to

U.SP

a pendulum, in the usual case for

seismological observations, a horizontal one.

For a pendulum, we also

require that some point relative to the pendulum mass remains fixed in
space if the point of suspension moves with the rapid motion of the earth.
If the period of the earth 1 s motion, normally less than 30 seconds, is much
less than the free period of the pendulum, the center of oscillation of the
pendulum system is such a point.

For a physical pendulum this is that point

at which all mass may be conceived to be concentrated so that a simple
pendulum whose length is the distauce from this point to the point of
suspension and with the same mass would have the same period.

For

seismic instruments designed as permant>nt installations at observatories
on the earth, these principles have resulted in typically large installations
with relatively large masses and long bearns.

The instruments are firmly

anchored to large concrete pillars resting on bedrock if possible.

Major

problems have involved those associated with obtaining a recording without
undue reaction by the recording mechanism upon the instrument in the form
of resistance or tlw coupling of the n1at<·rial oscillations of the recorder.

rne chanica 1 lin ka g" :; to pen or p:qH'

opt i ,. ;t! lP ve'

t",

,ll'

rang co rncnt s, or coupling

to electrical systen1s through coils rnovi11g in a ntagn('tic field,
develop1nents

1n

records f;·on:1

seisulOirlf~tcrs

Recent

thP field have beer; uortr ccted with such problerns as obtaining
plac(·'d in rPn\ole inaccessible locations.

At

Colurnbia Univernity, for f'xarnplc, they ha·«' been interested in obtaining
records from seisrn01ncters dropped to the ocean bottom frorn the surface.
The Air :Force as part of the IGY program has been interested in obtaining
records from seismometers parachuted to the Greenland ice cap from the
air.

These programs have met some, if not all, of the problems likely to

confront the development of instrumentation for the present program.

The

problem of size and weight of th<- instrument is simply one of design and the
people at Columbia feel that a maximum of 20 pounds for the total instrumentation is not unrealistic.

Whether thi, can be bettered will depend upon the

interplay of size and weight of such cornponents a,1 coils, electronics, and
so forth.
The problPm of coupling of in!<lP•.mentation V) the ground does not
appear too severP.

Assurning nc• v•'ry tl'icl< hver of dust or debris above the

basic rock of the surf;l,.,. );,ye>s
of anchoring the instrurrn nt to tht·
adequate coupling i:;

as~n:r·.,d.

''I<'

"'''·d n<'t e·vcn conternplate the necessity

~~n·und.

1f

it but rests solidly on the ground,

Thi,; i:;, in particular, true for the case of

the long surface wavi's wlri.:h would be

;1n

i1nportilnt cornponent of the seismic

Levc>ling ul the

problt"tn.

illbll'tllll<'nl

The rccp.irenH·nt for

the recording of the !1orizont;tl
l;'ox·

seiarnoxnctl~x·s

.tft<'t' landing

t·..c:~c:l

I"

nul <·xpccted to be a Jnajor

.1nd dc•l1< .tte le,,eling in connected with

COliJFOI\<-t>l''

uf .iung period '"lrthquake waves.

tu;ed to n1eanu,r,, the ·rf'rtic;d cornponent of !notion and for

the high frequency waves associated with exploRivP dPtonations nea1· the
J:'ecordcr the rcqnh·en1ents ao to leveling are n1uch lenn flevere.
A sketch incorporating those features that

wott~d

be desirable in a

seisrnometer for exploration of the rnoon is included as Fig. 5.

A mass is

coupled to the frame of tJ,e seismorneter through the corrugated diaphragm
providing a weak spring constant.

This is to be so oelected as to provide a

natural period of the n1ass very large in compadson to the range of periods
of seismic motion of the moon to be studied.

The motion of the seismic

mass relative to the frame and also the rnoon is uansduced by the rnotion of
the attached coils in <l maenetic field.

To protect the seismometeJ: (luring

the high acceleraUons encou.nl.ercd dnri.ng its flight to the moon and at impact,
blocks h<:tve been provided between 1.hc scisn1ic n1J.ss and the frarne.

These

blocks arc chosen r·:o <tS to pn>vidt· a high 1;pring c:onntant and the resulting
con1bination of seismic n1ass and blocks constitute an acceleromete1· which
can provide a record of the character of the in1pact of the instrument with
the surface of the moon.

After impact the blocks are removed by a suitable

mechanisrn and the instrun1ent capsule assurnes its role as a seisn10n1eter.

/
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ACCELEROMETER
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MAGNET
Armour

f<esE~ctrctl

r:'oundntion

j

i

*

the n1oon to whlch tlw
as followr1.

recorded

r0~1nl1in:;

Thc;<'C have hcon

~H'liuxnically

23 kilotons; .Logan,

tj

';clfnnic tcdgnal can be detected can be made

O(~vcl·aJ. mHle~·lvound

on the earth.

These

includ.:~

nuclear blasts that were

detonations of Blanca,

kilotono; Rainier, l. 7 kilotors; a_nd Tomalpais, 0.1 kilotons.

The amplitude of tlw noiamic

Wi\V~HJ TfHmlt1.ng

from these shots was

approximately propox'tional to th® fir at power of the kiloton equivalent yield
of the bomb"

:rhe coupling of the energy of the deton<}tion to the earth was

such that the resulting seismic Bignal for the .'.tainier shot was equivalent to
that observod from an earthquake with a scale value of 4. 6 on the GutenbergRichter scale. 2 This flcale is given by the f:rnpirical formula

is approximately the energy involved in tr.e smallest detectable earthquake
on earth.

E is the estimated seismic energy in ergs involved in a given

disturbance.

On this scale the Logan shot would correspond to a scale value

of 4. 9 and the Blanca shot to a ncale vo.lue of 5. 2.

The efficiency of energy

transfer into aoismic energy will not bo no large for a bomb exploded above
ground as for one which has been buried.

Jn the field of seismic exploration

for oil bearing strata, for exarnple, it han Laen noted that the transfer of
energy can be increaoetl a

hund.>~cd

logged strata over thv.t for

<J.

fold by bmoyihg the charge in a water

IJt>:d<J.ce

expJosion.

Xn a high energy nuclear

explosion above the r;nrfacc of tliC' moon, it has been estirnatccl that the
effective agency of

cncq~y u·;nl~Jfcr

to the r;uJ:fa.ce of

thf~

rnoon will be x .. rayo

produced by the explor;ion.
in of the order of

ouc~half

The <'llcrgy of 1he bom.b

convf~etcd

into this forrn

ita loUd cncrp,y of which less than one-,half again

will be directed toward the Burface of the nwon.

'fhc exact rnechanism by

which seisrnic energy i.H generated by an atornic exploflion is not known.

But

of the total energy reaching the fltnface a conniclcrable fraction n1ust be
expanded in heating and vaporization of the surface laye1·s of rock.

A crude

estilnate would be that energy transfer into seismic energy is 0. 1 as large
for an above surface

d~tonation

buried underground.

as for the detonation of the same bomb when

However, we have the additional factor that the moon

is expected to be seiBinically quieter than the earth.

If we assume that

instrumentation is noise limited then we have a gain in the signal-to-noise
ratio due to this factor.

A decrease in the noise level of the moon over that

of the earth of the order of l 00 to 1 seems reasonable but we shall assume
a gain of only 10 to 1.

The net ecsult should then be that a nuclear bomb

detonated above the surface of the rnoon flhould he the equivalent as a source
of detectable seisxnic activity on the nwon
underground upon the ea:d.h.

<UJ

the sazne bomb exploded

UH<lc' Lhese iUJflumptious a kiloton bomb

exploded just above the nurf;l.cc of

iltP-

rnoon would be the equivalent (insofar

as seismic detona.tion on the moon) of an earthquake upon the e<uth of magnitude

Sixnilarly, a rnega.ton bomb so detonated would be the equivalent of an
earthquake of magnitude

The kiloton. bornb would be detectable at a distance of 300 - 400 mileo, while
the 1negaton bomb would be detectable anywhere on the moon.

Table III ill

presented as a resmne of the Gutenberg--Richter scale of earthquake ixitenaity
and the predicted equivalent aeismic intensity for nuclear explooions above
the surface of the moon.

Table III

DETECTABUJTY OF MOON TREMORS
Earthquake
Category

TNT Equivalent
(kilotons)

Seismographic
Equivalent of
Nuclear Weapon

Lunar Radius
of Detection

Great
Major

4
1 o - 1 o6

Destructive

10

Damaging
Minor Strong
Generally Felt,.
Small

2

.. 10

4

l MT

Anywhere

1 kT

400 Miles

1 .. 1 o2

IU•:FJ•:RENCJ>:S

2.

Rainier, The Underground Nuc]ear Detonation of Sept. 19, 1957, Univ. of
California~·Ra~dTatio·~·--1~ab;;a:i0~:Y~- 1:i~-e~·;;-;·;-~;-·c:a.:tiio~;;.ia..
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Chapter V

THE HIGH ENERGY RADIATION ENVIRONMENT OF THE MOON

(;h.tpt<•J"

v

THE fllCll El'.JI:!tc;Y H/\DlATJON J<NVJIZONtvH:NT OJ.·' THE MOON

The lanLling of on'' o;· rnore

instrt~nl('nt

packagcn on the rnoon will

offer, in addition to rJther possibilitil's envisaged in other parts of this
prograrn, the challenge of obtam1ng miorrnation about radiation in space and
on the moon.
At present, the high energy cosmic radiation, say above 100 Mev,
is fairly well under stood through measurements frorn the ground and in the
uppel' atmosphere.

However, as a result of the shielding and particle trapping

due to the earth's magnetic field, we know little about the intensity and
composition of the low energy x·adiation in outer space, and no consistent
correlation can be drawn between solar phenomena and the variation in
intensity and the spectral distribution of cosmic radiation.

Because of the

moon's absence of atmosphere and its possibly low magnetic field, instruments
on the moon will be m an excellent position for the gathering of reliable
information on low energy cof.ar.ic radiation.
Measurernent of the intensify of co!;rnic o·adiation at different points
of the moon's surface could provide inforrnation on which to base an estimate
of the magnitude of a possibJc magnetic field of the moon.
lvleasurernent of the radioactivity of the n1oon's crust xnay give useful

information ahou.t Lhc pant histol'y of the rnoon.

Thio da.ta together with a

knowledge of the chendc;1l con1)HH;ition of the cJ:·ust could contribute to a
solution of the controversial problnrns of the age, origin, and process of
accretion of the moon.
The schedule and the technical facilities available will suggest what
elJ.tphasi£? cottld and :;hould be pla.ccd upon the vv·holc problcrr1 of radiation.
There is always the possibility that some of the problems involved may be
solved in the near future through measurernents performed by instruments
carried by outer-space vehicles.

Therefore, in view of the survey nature

of this project, this chapter is strictly limited to a feasibility study of certain
measurements involving radiation that may contribute to a better knowledge
of the earth's natural satellite.

Section One
Cosmi<:~L!.~!itude_~fec_!._;:_::~l Moon 1 s .~~~~tic Field

The magnetic field of the earth is of a magnitude not comparable with
the fields used i.n the laboratory for the deflection or the focusing of fast
charged particles.

It extends, however, to an enorrnous distance and its

effect on the trajectories of the primax·y cosrnic radiation is conspicuous and
determines an energy selection of the particles tl1at enter the atmosphere at
different latitudes.
T:w solution of the equation of motion of a charged particle in the field
of a magnetic dipole extending tn infinity prc>RE'nl.; gr·eat i'lnalylic

clifficuJ.~i-

A simple approxirnate roolution in r;iven hy the th·.·ory of the Stoermer ccne.

1g l

1

This theory shows that for any definite geomagnetic latitude there exists a
rni.nirnurn critical energy that a pax·ticle nnwt
earth.

porHJC!JB

in orde1· to 1·each the

At the nanle latitude and for an energy grcatex· than the critical

energy, particle a can I'each the ground only hom a region of the sky which ia
contained in a cone having its apex at the point of impact and its axis perp.:ndiculal- to the i11e:ddian pl<iile tlU(Jugh t.ha.l puiut.

Particles not admitted

are reflected back into space and eventually trapped by the magnetic field
around the earth.
At the geomagnetic equator the critical energy for protons is

9. 3 Bev.

Neglecting the interaction of the primary cosmic radiation with the atmosphere,
protons of this energy can hit the ground only at a grazing angle from the
West horizon.

Protons of energy greater than 9. 3 Bev, up to

14 Bev, which

is the magnetic cut-off for vertical incidence, are allowed only from the
Western si<..y.

The minimum energy for the grazing incidence from the East

horizon is about 58.5 Bev.

Since this is the least :avorable direction, protono

of energy greater than 58. 5 Bev .:ne ac'.mitted from a 11 points of the sky.
At higher latitudes the Aituntion iFJ quitP FJirnilo.r but the critical
energies are lower in value.

Thus, the intensity of the cosmic radiation varies

with the geomagnetic latitude and increar,e s as it rnoves from the equator to

tlte pole.

A biiuildr ld.i..iiude effect is to be expectPd on the moon is surface

if the I110on has any appreciable magnetic field.
More than one instrurnent packagl' will probatly he lilnded on the
rYJoo:1 in

ord:~r

to takP care of otltPr Sllf:,gest·ed ;ueasun::rnents,

J()/,

Detectors for

the rnonitoring of na tund or nlcln ,,induced
the packages.

~'adioactivity

rnay be included in

These detectors could he designed and switched for intervals

of their service in orde1· to rneasure the cosrnic ray intensities.

In view of

this eventuality, it would be worthwhile to investigate the feasibility of
making an estimate of the magnetic field of the moon by using the cosmic
radiation interHJity as a probe.
Since the orientation of the hypothetical magnetic dipole is unknown,
it would be necessary to use at least two detectors landed at different latitudes
on the moon.

We assume that the instrument packages will be scattered on

the moon either by chance or by design so that results will be obtained for
different latitudes.

The two latitudes of 20° and 6oo have been chosen for a

comparison of two expected intensities and. for an evaluation of the sensitivity
of this method.
For the magnitude cf the magnetic field of the moon, we may assume
as an hypothesis, a value determined by a dipole of a moment smaller than
that of the earth by a factor of 80 which is the ratio of the two masses of
the earth and its satellite.
Although the more correct Vallarta-Lcmaitre theory

2

of the cosmic

ray trajectories will be required for a precise treatment of this problem,
th~

Stoermer cone theory is adequate for a feasibility study.
The f1irnplc theory of Stoern1er p,ives for the minimum kinetic energy

of a

0

lEti·tlcL:

2.nd rnagnetic

2
'd ent on a sp h er1ca l bod yo f ra d'lUfl a
'
o f reut-mass m 0 c , lll('l
0

rnonH~nt

M the exi';·ession:

Ig 3

( 1)

as

a,

function of a variable
/ \ cc

cos'3

Yf/ -/(l- -,

<;h

e~~n~~

/\- )

This paran1etcr depends on ;\ , the magnetic latitude, and on

e,

the angle of

incidence of the pax·ticle with the meridian plane at the point of impact.

It

c:an be shown that an estimate of the cosmic ray mtensity at each latitude can
be obtained by using, as an avera;5e energy cut- off, the cut-off for the vertical
incidence.

Values of the parameter K and the corresponding energy cut-offs

are shown in Table I.

Table I
K

Latitude

E(Bev)

zo·

0.441

2.05

6o•

0. 125

0.023

It is reasonable to a.ssume that the instruments will be enclosed

in a convenient casing deterrnining an i.nHll·urnental cut-off on the low side of
the cosmic ray energy spectrurn.

This

i~J

not, however, an inconvenience

since the measurements will then be independent of the contribution of the
low cncrey particles whose intensity, as has already been pointed out, is not
yet well known and is affected by tempor·al variationfl induced by solar activities.
Table I shows that at a. 60° l-<titude a conveqicnt instrumental

cut-off of the ord. ·r of 300

li),:v

for

prLcc)llS

l

(lcj

will be the only limitation on the

.H.. ' (

dlll!

c c_1_ n

{(> lild~;,!l{'j l{

1 1
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;:~

the e .x p ~ e 5:
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i n:;
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The conu·ibution of o. particles and be<lvy ions will not change
signific<lntly the pici.t!t·c (lt the phenJJllc'flOll.

'.1.

heS(; particles rcpreBent only

about 10 per cent of the i.otaJ ll\Unhc'· of l"'int<1ries and becauBe of their
momenta distribution they will show a latitude effect quite sirnilar to that
of the protons,
As a conc:hwion, a LJ.titud.: <'i.fect:

should be obtained.

Thi~,; Jri<ty inclic<J.ic iha.t 11. ;r; por;nible to rncasurc a

of the method ;>.nd the n·li;t~>l !ity oi the

r·cHnli

n d1·op rapidly with the intensity

of the magnetic fir·lrl.

treatrnent of the pcohl(·~n1.
considered.

The case of scirl!illa.tion countcrn wan alrlo

A rnopcr· choice in dH'! ihicknc!ls of the cletcctorn and a pulse

paJ't of the pn1ton npectrum lc<l<li.ng to <l.ll in:irn·ovEnnent i.n the nensitivity of
the xnethod.

howev<~r,

With thiil kind of detectox·,

effect will be posniblc only in

il

nwannrernents of a latitude

lirnited \'ange and for low valuefl of a. tnagnetic

field.
Fron1 the above consideYationn it see1ns that the analysis of the

c:ocnnic x·ay latitucte effcctf; can lead to an cntirnato of a. possible lnna1·
:magnetic dipole as two orders of m.agnitudc lower than that of the earth.

At

lower values severe limitationn upon the possibility of this method are
imposed by the need of a very high accm·acy in the pbenomenological and
instrumental f:cctorn involved in the rr,easux·ements.
A special feature of this method should be emphasized in

conclusion:

the latitude effect on cosmic ray intensity is due to an integrated

effect over an infinite distance from a hypothetical lunar dipole; it is not
affected by local

disto~'tion

meteorites) which would

due to ferromagnetic materials (such as il'on

invalid~ltc

a field determination given by mar;netometers.
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the histo;:y of the x::1oon m;-,y be

l

1 ' '

!_~·.:po:·~it·.:;d

depths of the

nHlOJJ':;

sudac(; u>u.ld Jwlp

1n

:·;o)l'ing the prohler11 of the

n•oon 1 s hi story.
Two diff<'r<'nt types oi radioactivity can be cxpectPd on the rnoon.
One will be a natural, whor>c level depends PSSl'ntially on the content of the
K

40

and of U and Th L11nilics.

r·.::ldl.~_~tion

and be due tv

un~~t<tble

The other type will be induced by cosn•ic
evctpul·dLion fragments,

f1ssion product;.: anc..l

neutron activated isotopes produced by prirr1ary cosmic radiation and by its
secondary originated in the rr1oon's crust.
For an evaluation of the radioactivity of the rrwon's crust we
n1ay take into consideration the fact that, whatever rnoon theory we accept,

5,6

the moon's surface is believed to be covered by meteoric materials whose
natural and induced radioactivity will appear at the surface and down to a
certain depth of the moon's crust.

We can assurr1e for the rrJOon's su::-face

the average measured radioactivity of meteorites found on earth; this assumption is also supported by the fact that the determ;nation of age from the
break-up of same meteoric material indicates then lunar provenience.

7

It was recognized that meteoric n1aterial do=s nut show a radio-

activity directly measurable with the standard techniques.

8 9
·

However,

chemical separation and special low level counting techniques proved the
.
' u1eLeurnes
''
' d uce d ra d'1oact1Vlty.
. '
9' l 0
cxt:>tcnce
iil
ot- a natura l an d o f an 1n

Neutron fission and nuclear en1ulsion techniques were also used
recently for the detection of the natural radioactive elements in meteorites.
From the experimental results it seen1s reasonable to assurne that the

ll' 12

average content· ol tlH' lf ·Th L1m1ll<'~; clr'Jncnl 1" ol !be
di»int

u40• an activity o.f the 01 del· of 2, d.isint n1in

~·

J

lllln

o! 10 9 gl'atnn per

Fox· the

ca.n be aBBUnw<l. lJ

j

g

<lldc\·

unknown ten·efHrial age proved that, accol'ding to the evapcn·ation theory,

14

the low Z evaporation pn)(lucts are the mo1·e abnndan\:, the H 3 being the rnain
source of induced radioactivity in rnctcorites, l':i, 16

For ahort .. Jived isotopen, the activity at equilibrium, under cosn1ic
ray irradiation in space

Ol'

at the moon' r; surface must be evaluated by the

.

relative yields obtained with al·tificially produced high energy parttclea.

1'1

Some contribution in the total induced radioactivity is due to

neutron activation.

Fission p1·oducts due to the possible content of uranium

mentioned above will give a negligible cor.tribution in the ovel·all radioactivity.
In Table II is l'epoj:ted a

li~;t of

radioa.ctive isotopes expected on

the moon's crust with their <.tverage activity pe:t' gran1 of rnaterial.

'J <J.Lle U
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ct36
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i\cti vity
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i o6 y
x 1 o"
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y

0. 06

'{

0.005
0.05
0. 01
0.02
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;3. 'I
1'1

il · 'I

(e·}%).

K'lO

r~

U,Th

fJ,f3,y

v

?.
0.002

cutirnate of the counting rate in a thin counter of a unit of cross .. sectional
area and 100 per cent detection efficiency !nay lw rnade ;:tssurninp; that one-.third

of the disintegrations gives -y'n of a_verag<" energy F -·
natural and induced -y radioactivity

J:),--,;J

Mev.

With a total of

di.sint min· 1 g .. l the expected

counting rate i!1 a rncdium of average atornic

numb~:r

Z "' 11 will be:

O<>

/j1'"(1 L~·,
/

0

V) cl V '··','5 :·ourh,· cm··:2 /JJ;a··l

It will be of special interest to comp:•.re this level of counting

rate with that expected by artificial activity ind ..teed by detonation of a nuclear

weapon on or near the moon.
The rneasurement of the above fi·5ure of"'-' 5 counts cm·· 2 xnin~ 1
is quite low and a measurement would require at least a special low level
counting technique,

A measurement of thiE kind could be a serious problem

on the moon because of the high background due to the cosmic radiation.

Section Three

In considering the feasibility of 1·adioactivity measurements on the
n10on, we found that the cosmic ray background may be a serious obstacle in
the 1neasurements,
\Ve cttter:npted ".n ev::.l,_,;,tion of thf' rosmic ray flux at the surface

of the moon and unclex· its crust, due to the absorption of the primary radiation
and to the secondary p<:nticle s that will he produced in penetnJ.ting the luna,·
crust.

lB9

Forth(' intcnuity of the cootnt<

we xnay

tHltHurw

radiation ;•>t the r:noon's surface,

tlw value rncanurod at the top of tlw il.trncHlphc:r.e at high

the prhn<n'Y cosrnic x·ay intenuity iD 0./.') p;u·ticleo, cnt--?.,

nec"l sterad··l.

In the <\bnencc of <Hl il.bnor·lplwl:(', thin io the <nnni<li<"ectional
intcnrd tv and it

and a counting
A comparison of this value with the

rac~.ioactivity

level of

5 counts mi.n" 1 cn1 .. 2 evaluated above EJhowB that f!Olne systexn of anti--coincidence

or bacl·ground diacrirnination xnuet be used.
An appreciable amount of albedo x·adiation is expected at the
moon's surface.

An evaluation of this contribution for the wide energy

distribution of the cosmic ray is not
upper atmosphere

18, 19

1:10

obviouc1.

Measurements n1ade in our

may auggefJt tha.t the backward flux of radiation is of

the order of 25 per c<mt of the incident flux..

ThifJ x·adiation i.e rnoetly

composed of elcct1·onH and gamma l'ays of cn(·rgy below lOO Mev.

The p• ,-:><·nee of the a.ll.H)<lo x·<tcliation will exclude the poc:;ihility

nhiclded by a nnu,J).c svntern of anti..,coincid.c"ncc in all the cli.rectio•Js except
towa:;:d the rnoon'r; uu.r-fac:e.
'J.'he rel,>.Livcly high flm< of Lll•. pJ:irn:n-y and. albedo radiation rnay
lead unto the

conclu~;ioH

that;,; ,.('' y c ffi< ie01t r:l;iclding ancl ' 1·,r anti- coincidence

nysten1 with an eU;.ciency o.l rh<

o:cdc~•·

order to rne<J.sure the r11.dioacti vity of

of l)') pet· cent will be nccensary in
c;

moon sarnple.

It iH vex y doubtful,

howevel·, i.f such efficiency can be obtained because of all the ionizing and
non--ioni:.dng seconda1·y x·adiation produced by the cosmi.c rays in the apparatuo
its elL
For measux·ernent of the radioactivity at some depth inside the
moon crust the conditions are somewhat better because of the absorption
and degradation in energy of the priinary particles.
The absorption of the primary cosmic ray cannot be described
with a simple absorption process.

What happens inside the moon crust may

be represented with a simplified scheme.

High energy primary particles

strike the moon's surface from all directions and in their first
wi.th the matter they produce showers.
emitted in such collisions.

collision

Proton, neutron and rr mesons are

Some of these particles have energy sufficient

to produce secondary showers and through several generations the energy
of the primary flux is distributed and absorbed.
A cusrnic

~·ay

cascade is expected to develop tl<l'ough the xnoon's

crust, quite similar to that pxoduced in oux atmosphere.
one great difference.

In the atmosphere rnost of the

Tf

There is, however,

rnesons, because of

their short rnean life, decay into fJ· mesons before a nuclear interaction.

In

the dense n1a.teria.l of the rnoon they contribute with protons and neutrons to
the,

velopment of a nuclccnic car;cad('.

'! i

I
tntnsition effect if1 expected ttn !fw nucJeouic cornponent in the rnoon'n crust,
while in the atrnoHphe;·c the nucl<•onit conlponcnt in exponentially alHlOl'hed.
Ganuxw. !'aytJ

p~·ocluced

photonic cancade.

in the dec<:1.y of neutJ.·aJ. piontJ givo tn·igin to an electro--

Dnc to

cxlr.'cn\(c~ly ~;ho:\'1: ~ncan

life of the

H

0
,

the gross

hehavl.or of thin ca>H:ade docs not 'lcpend on the concentration of the matter
and iH expected to he i:hc

~arne

in ouJ· atrnonphct·o and inoichl the lw1ar crust.

'l'he intensity should firtH inn·oaac, and after a broad rnaxirnurn at the depth

g/ cm 2 , it should fall off exponentially with increasing depth.

of about 150

AHa consequence of these transition effects, the flux of the

cosmic ray through tho lunar crunt will be down a certain depth, even greater
than at the surface.
The intensity distribution of the cosmic ray cascade through the
lunar crust can be described by equations of abs(H'ption, rate of interaction
and yield of shower p<u:ticlen fot· Heveral generations en the development of
the cascade.

With some a.usmnptions, the p;·oblcrn can be treated in a simple

way for an approxirnai.e ao.lution rldequatc for our purpose.
We can <U;:nuue cqlla..l absorption and i:1tcrJ.ction length and that

un}.-.c.J.i\YIClt:;ion:': trea_t:rnent of the

!Lr.~bJcn~t

../-• "{

j

.'

the inLcns),ty of the prirnary

I

(/I

of ilw fi.r ut p,c:ne1:ation will ),c,:

which integrated gives:
/

<>~

These pa:rticles will pl·oceod with a J'a te of intl:ractioo

producing the number of f>econd<nieB

and so on.

'J.'he inteni>ity oft\),· nih f~<'llf'r<ti.ion at;_ d.eptl1 x: will he:
)(

:F'rom experiment with niH:I(c;-1_,.
secondarier;

i!J

/t.-• c_f

cnH:bJon:; we

independl'n( of th•:
~;w

(->

ell<'

know that the spec:tnnn of

q;y of th<-; prirnary. 20

'J'hc wtc:nsity <Jt a depth xis Riven hv the Rumrnation

of the inte .sities of Ai.l thf' generation.•;

With oxpe1:irnental va.lucu of

s1

and \

1

clncl to,· ;u, intensity at the fJUrfacf> of

-,

0. ?. 1) p;u.·ticleu/co/· ~PC' Dteead, we obtain:

'.l.'tw valuen ,)f the intensity j
d.iffe:;,~cnt d:.~pth ~}r:

of thP nucleonic cornponcnt at

lbP innr1r c:cu.Dt (:ll'e shown in 'f<J.hlc III.

J\bout ?.0 pc:r· cent of

the particles are pnnonn, ZO per cent neutl'ons and 60 per cent charged rr
mesons.

The yield of low energy evaporation particles was neglected in this

computation.

BecauRe of their sho:et range they do not contribute appreciably

to the flux.

'.fable lll

Depth
(em)

Intensity
(particles/ cm 2 sec sterad)

0
10

0.25
0.32

20
30

0.35

0. 35

40

0.33
0.31

':)0

0.26
0. 16
0.025
0.0034

'{()

100

?.00
300

In evi.l.luating cosmic: raclia.tion as background when measuring
radioactivity it in necessary also to take into account the electrophotonic
cascade.

An approxin1<1tc cli.5tributinn nf the; E'lectrons through the 1noon 1 s

crust was evaluated from t-h<; l>ek1vuH· of the
,~~~Ass'U:~~i-~g a density ~)f 3. 3 p) em·· 3

l 1). \

r~lectrophotonic

c<U>C<tde in our

atrnosphc1·c

?.w

at

/0

;J.nd i.l!c

tut,>l

ll11C:II:,.lv

""'' ll1L11

,nfc'I'J''Lcd over

lC> ;, ~·,·o1mt. tn~· i he': diffr:n~nt

different depth:;

;.t

r>oli.cl angle

path Lr•r,gth of the cascade

due to prin1arierJ of d:ffc,·eni angl'''' of cncidf!n.cc .

.Angnlar
the cornputation.

spn~ad

of the• co:;rTll<: ,·ay cascade was not included in

An appreciable contl'ibution to

Bcattel.·ed radiation.

fln:x: is expected fl·orn

We <llrea<ly pointed out that a1bedo 1·adiation on the

atuface of the moon rnay account for
of primary flux.

th~

H

contributic n of the order of 25 per cent

We assume that thin correctio·t can be applied at all the

depths on the moon's crust.

The final values cf the flux are plotted in Fig. 1.

We can sec that the flux, even at
co1npared with the expected radioactivity.

~reat

depth, is quite large as

lvteasuremcnt of the radioactivity

inside the lunar crust will require protection by background rejection
techniques.

Even at a depth of several fee;, the shielding provided by the

lunar crust alone will be insufficient to aEow a low level measurement.
The embedding of complex and delicate instrumentation at a
depth of several feet

<

)Uld be a rather difficult problem.

Section Four

It may be interesting to consider if the cosmic ray effects on the

lunar crust can be used for an age of deposition detennination.
We can take into consideration one particular process extensively
used for age determination in meteorites. 22

The H 3 produced in the evaporating
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COSMIC RAY FLUX ·.nmouc;H 'fHF; LUNAR CRUST

[ C)/)

I

{

·' \

entixuate of 1hc "1'."

of dcp<•~iJiton.

lic)WL'V<c•,

i be fl<'' doe tJ

'•

ihc' nH'i.<'<>ric: ntel.i:C:ti.a.l of which

the xnoon's cruBt rnay bf; [onned in \n·<Jdi.aiP.cl rn outer spA<-(' hy the n;u:ne

flux of cotnnic vayfJ p1·e ~.>ent on the xnoon' !; cnuJt,

Not all the meteoric mate:dal
'~

haB size sufficl.ent fol' an efficient production of tC by

co~nnic

rays.

However,

the flux in outer spa.ce is integrated ovc1.· a so.lid angle of 4rr, twice the angle

at the rnoon's sn:da.ce, a.ml thif1 rnay cOinpensa.tc fen· th1• lack of H 3 production

In addition, the U:<Ht!d.1 ion effect of the nucleonic cornponent on
the moon's crust can account fen a. posnihle lack of He
on the rnoon's c1·ust ovel' a quite Ja:t·ge thi.cknesH.
suggest that the production of H

3

3

concentration gradient

'J'henc circurnatances may

in rnctC'OJ: itcH tn·oceedu at the rnoo:n's

surface at about the sarne rilte as in Bpi-tee, i·hufl inva.Udating this type of age
of deposition deterrninati.on.

The One sti.on of

and natural T<:tdiocJ.ctivity bu.ckgrou.nd ot

.<n>;u· CollLnnination

ilt<~ 1noon,

it u; of intercot to diBCURB

in this sarne contexi the ,.;,di0;1ctivifj' wf,iclo rni,11Jt /)e produced hy detonation
of a nuclear

dt~vice.

'J he ,.:irnpJ, '•i

;>pfli'<J;;c;,

tn i<,i.: Jn·oh.lPU' in to tJ:eat

detonation of''

onlc

rlH'g:l.lon

bn1"l; ill""'" 1lt<· ,;tll·i;J, ('of the DIOOll with the

fo Uowin g ass u1npt 1uno:
( l)

'l'he fisEJUn yield

(,'.)

Onc .. half of the {i.(;nion pt·odut:t,; .-u·e retained by the rnoon and

i!; ')()()

kii"l'>ll.'i

onc-·h<l.lf are lost in outel' spac<'
(3)

Uniforrn spt·eading of the fission products occurs over the entire

Assumptions (1) and(?,) are readily justifiable.

The latter, in

particular, is conservative in view of the very high kinetic energies given to
the fragments relative to lunar escape requirernents.

It rnay be argued that

the third assumption is also conse<·vati ve because non .. uniform spreading
over the lunax· surface would hnpl.y regions of less contamination than will
calculated here.
Using the known decay cha:racteristics of rnixed fission products, it
iB very simple to calculate activity deposited in diBintegrations per cm 2 /sec.
This is shown in E'ig. ?..

.F'1·om this curve one may make the observation that

by a rnonth or two, for the detonation of a one rnegaton weapon, the decay
rate is down to rouehly the orriP< of the prtrna.ry cosrnic ray background.

This calculation
effects:

1'l~~pJ·c~;enl~;

first of all, we have

fission fragrnenLs.

rl.t\

Hpper linttl bt~causeo; of at least two

a!JSUnJcu

in a.cLutt.l [acL,

100 per l·cnt retention of one .. ha.lf the

huwevc.t,

'

'
p11ellUl.llCllU.lU
g

work to reduce this retained fraction vc ry considerably.
occurring at about one ki.lornct:cr above the luna~J' 'iUrfacc.
detonation the x rays fcorn thte bun,b wi li

prou~ed
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and r'alrHJ the tcmpera.ttn·e of

to

th~

il

thiu layer to ver·y high valuer~ an treated in

directed ontwanl velocity of the clond,

tx·eated in dfJt<~.IJ fm· ideal adiabatic exparu~ionll by vndoua investigators.
Ii::ssentially what occurs it~ that the gas atreamB out into the vacuum with a
maximum velocity given by

where C 0 is sound speed,

A rarefaction wave moves back into tho \'cmaining gas at rest and is
important in accelerating the quiet gas into a directed motion.

The fastest

moving fraction of the outward moving gas will have a thermal temperature
of absolute zero.

Since we can, as a fir'Ht approximation, consider this to

be a one -dimensional flow, we have the pichu·e of the lunar n1aterial moving
upward as a gaaeoua piston fnnn tlw xnoon.

On the other hand, the fission

fragments frorn the bomb ;ue p<'Ocecding dowuwax'd froin one kiloxneter at a
velocity of 10
x~rays

8

cn1/unc

fHl

tbiJ.t they <u.rive abont one rnillisecond after the

have developed. the huW.J' gau.

AHa reGult, the fission fragrnenta

collide with the outwanl nwving lux1al.' gas which contains a large fra<:tion
of the total momentum of the uyatcm hecauoe of the relatively high velocity
and relatively low total energy content of the fisuion fragments.

The piston

effect of the outward moving lunar gas should impart to the downward rnoving
material a velocity component ouch thilt a considerable fraction of the

?..Ou

nulioactivc rnatcd<d io <')(peLled into npace.
echematically in Fig. 3.

Thin entire procenB i.n ahov1n

.A detailed treatment of this problem is obviously

quite complicated and not only morncnturn transfer and questions of equilibration

times must be considtn·ed hut also calculations on the range of fission
fragments through the highly ionized lunar gas plasma and the
process in such a non··ideal medium should be m:tde.

rar1~faction

A detailed discussion

of such phenomena is beyond the scope of the present work but is clearly
indicated for the future because it appears tha'" a marked reduction in
contamination could occur by this mechanisrr.
We can show now, however, the results of calculations on lunar orbits
for individual particles corresponding to various effective temperatures of
this mixed cloud of radioactive fission fragments and lunar surface material
as some indication of what might be expected.

We have noted in the chapter

describing x-ray energy input calculations what sort of properties might
obtain in the lunar vapor.

To any such calculations must be added energy

contributions resulting from the heating of the rarefying vapor by the interaction and stopping of the fission fragments.

1oS•K do not appear to be out of the question.

Temperatures of the order of

If we assume, therefore, a

gas without an outward directed net velocity but at such temperatures, we
may calculate the number of particles of this gas possessing energies
corresponding to either parabolic, hyperbolic or elliptic orbits in the
gravitation field of the moon under the assumption of a Maxwellian distribution
of velocities.

The L'esults of Auch calculations are shown in Fig. 4 for
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both mass 2.0 pat·ticleu, corx·enponding tll the olivine, and
corresponding to some «vel·age fission fragment.

nWJHI

1 1)0

P<l;>:ticll~fJ,

It iu clear fx·on:1 these

C\n·vea that a vex·y large fraction of the :radioactive xnate:daJ. would enter
into hyperbolic o1·bits and thex·eby have a.n excPllent. chance of escaping h·or.o
the moon'fl surface.

'l'his effect, even without conoideration of di.:rected

velocities as discussed above, can markedly reduce the ltmar contarnination.
In summary:

when one considers the natural radiation ·H the

surface, it appears clear that fairly sophisticated

instrumentat!~'H

luna~

will he

required to measure lunar radioactivity, for exarnple, in the presence
natural interf•Jrence.

of

Without adding a great deal of complexity, such

apparatus should be able to distinguish the modest lunar contamination produced
from a nuclear bur at near the moon's surface.

Such a conclusion does not,

of course, argue for the casual detonation of a nuclear weapon near the
moon, but it does appear that with instrumentation emplaced on the moon
prior to such a detonation which would, in fact, be capable of making meaningful measurements, the influence of a subsequent nuclear detonation would
not be as detrimental to the information content of the moon as is sometimes
argued.

Clearly, however, it will be to the advantage of any experiment to

have data on th•.; natural radiation before detonation of any device producing
radioactivity.
reviewed

When such data are available ou1 ·.unclusiona here should b·e

car·~fully.
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Chapter YI
COMPOSITION OF THE LUNAR SURF ACE
AND THE MAGNETIC FIELD OF THE MOON

( ; ; ;~ ~ )i· \'

I'
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I

COMPOSJ'flON O.l" TIH; I ,Ul\LAH S\JHFACJi;
AND 1'HE Mi\(.ii\11·:·c IC I'JJ< J .l) OF ·nn: MOON

At the present ti.n1e then; arc ihn•P, not ncccBaal'iJy rnntua.lly exclusive,

(1)

The lunar

m<:u~a

impacts of large

a.re of lunar composition, being forrned by
bodic~H

of autcl·oidal maos at a tirne when the

lunar intel'ior was rnolten at soxne tens of kilornetera beneath
the surface.

lrnpact caused lava upflows at the impact site by

penetration towards the lava depth and in the neighborhood of the
l

impact site by hydrostatic compensation.

On this basis a cloud

produced from a lunar mare by detonation of a nuclear device
should have a chemical compoFJition comparable with that of
terrestrial su:dace material of density less than about 3, 3 gm/ cc.

Consistent with vi.cw { l) ifl the aseumption that the mare -leas

southern highh.nd area of the moon ; n the old accreted cruet,
exhibiting the last pif'cen of matte}· to fall on the accreting proto-

esp.;cially [;·on.

(2)

Tl:u b.nnr

n.~.• ·i<'.

;n'e of meteoritic

compos~don,

bving forrnecl by

ilnpacUJ of la<gc bodieo of <Htteroi.clal masc, the CIH:!rgy for rneltLrlJ
and the rno.lten

rnd<~l'icl.l

IJoth oupplicd by the il:>p<cl cting object

itself. 2 On this basis a cloud produced from a lunar mare should
have a chemical ·composition comparable with that of objects of
asteroidal mass.

The only evidence we have in this regard is

from analyses of meteorites,

coupled with the probability that

meteorites are collision products from the asteroid ring.

If the

masses producing the maria in view (2) are meteoritic in composition, then the cloud would have a substantially different composition
from that of view (1).

In particular, more iron should be expected.

0·1 the other hand, it is certainly possible that the impacting

oojects were small bodies accreted in the vicinity of the moon
contemporaneously with the formation of the moon; and in this
case, it is certainly possible that their composition was identical
with that of the southern lunar highlands.

(Also consider in this

view an unreworked primeval area.)
(3)

At least some of the lunar maria, especially Mare Imbrium, are
cometary in origin, being the result of collisions of comets and
the moon.

3

In this view a cloud of mare material would possibly

contain appreciable proportions of cometary matter; in particular,
ca.rbon, nitrogen and oxygen.
(4)

The lunar maria are of meteoritic coml?osition, being deep bowls,
filled with rnicrometeoritic fragments which have fallen on the
moon during the last few billion years.

4

The dust may be loosely

5
packed, or, as suggested by Whipple, congealed into a fluffy

2.09

1

l I \ ~ { 11

( · , !l (

il i

' ; 'I~ ~)

i ;

f

;qn:1,

Hurfac(\.

In

this view, at least the uppe1 J:egions of tlw maria would have
composition very·sirnilar to that of miceumeteorites collected
in the immediate vicinity of tlw earth; they would therefore have
high iron and nickel abundances.
(5)

The lower regionn of maria dust· layers are of approxiinately
cometary composition, being formed early in the history of the
moon, either by infall from the solar nebula from which the moon

6

was formed , or by infall from the primitive, short-lived,
7

reducing lunar atrnosphere.

(There may, of course, be no

distinction between the early lunar atn<osphere and the last stages
of the solar nebula in the vicinity of the moon.)

The contribution

to the cloud from such material would be primarily hydrogen,
carbon, nitrogen, and "xygen.
(6)

The lunar maria aJ:"e of indetPrminat" composition, being deep
bowls, filled with ionized dust particles which have been chipped
frorn lunar surface n1atcr i<1l by solar electrornagnetic and
8
. .
corpuscu Iar ra d 1at1on.

In ihiB view,

il

cloud of n1a1e material

rnight have any of the abovc>··Dlentioned con1positions, depending
on the rnatcrial from which the dnst is chipped.

If solar protons

have bPen arriving on tht:' moon's surface at approximately present
rates for the last few billion years, the lunar surface material
might be expected to 1·etain a saturation amount of hydrogen,

and this might be reflected in the cloud composition.
Although there is considerable overlap in the above views, the following
tentative conclusions can be drawn:

if the cloud of mare material is

substantially of terrestrial surface composition, views ( l) and ( 2) are
supported over views (3). (4), and (5).

If the cloud has large iron and nickel

abundances, views (2) and (4) are supported over views (1) and (3).

If the

cloud has large carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen abundances, views (3) and (5)
would be supported over views (1) and (2).

Because of the solar proton flux

mentioned in view ( 6), high hydrogen abundance in the cloud
necessarily support any of the views over any others.
of alternatives are possible.

'.·:~:.1ld

not

Of course combinations

For example, suppose the cloud has essentially

terrestrial surface abundances of Si, Mg, Al, Ca, Na, etc., but with
appreciable admixture of Fe, Ni, C, N, and 0.

This might suggest that

views ( l) or (2) are correct regarding the nature of the maria, but that the
maria are overlayed with small amounts of other material, originating as
in views (4) and (5).
Spectroscopic ob,servations of the general sort discussed elsewhere
in this report could provide data on these questions of composition.
Magnetometric observations, and possible directed motion or trapping
of ionized detonation products in the lunar or lunar-terrestrial magnetic
field, would give information on the lunar magnetic field and possibly on the
interior structure of the moon.

It is generally expected that the field will

be small but various views will be summarized here.

,

{.. 1' 1'

Reference should be

made to the Chapter on the interplanetary environment for very recent
comments in the light of Russian reports of lunar eruptions.

(See also the

translation of N. A. Kozyrev' s Prioroda article in Information on Soviet
Bloc IGY Cooperation, PB 131632-63 U. S. Dept. of Commerce, April 24, 1959,

p. 2.)
If a field of the order of the earth's (0. l -

will be taken as
core.

strong~

gauss) is detected, this

priori evidence for the existence of a liquid iron

There is some evidence that the earth's magnetic field arises from

hydromagnetic motions in a terrestrial liquid iron core,

9

but it should be

emphasized that no satisfactory theory for the origin of the terrestrial field
10 h
.
. d'1rect se1smo
.
1og1ca
. 1 evt. d ence f or t h e ex1stence
.
ex1sts,
t ere 1s
o f a 1'1qu1. d

terrestrial core, but of course no present lunar seismological information,
and there exist theories for the origin of planetary magnetic fields which do
.
1ve 1'1qu1'd cores.
not 1nvo

9

c onsequently,

conclusions on the structure o f

the lunar interior proceeding from evidence on the presence or absence of
'

a lunar magnetic field should be treated with some caution.
Since the mean density of the moon is comparable to that of terrestrial
surface material, an extensive iron core within the moon would seem to be
immediately excluded.

However, there is an

in~eresting

difference of

opinion on the possible existence of a small liquid iron core, hinging on the
question of whether the moon was ever molten on a large scale.

If there

were appreciable melting at some time in the moon's history, a differentiation
of irons and silicates would be expected, forming an iron core and a silicate
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.
11
This is substantially the view of Kuiper.

mantle.

Urey,

12

on the other

hand, believes that neither the earth nor the moon was ever extensively
molten.

*

The earth's core is attributed to a slow trickle of irons to the

terrestrial interior throughout geological time, the earth's gravitational
field and some internal heating being the primary causal factors.

With a

smaller gravitational field, much less internal heating, and a smaller
proportion of iron to begin with as is evidenced from the density, Urey
anticipates no liquid iron core on the moon.
associated with the name of Schmidt

13

Finally, the Soviet school

holds that the earth's core is not

liquid iron at all, but rather a hypothesized high-pressure modification of

*

We are iride bted to Professor H. C. Urey for the following comments made
after review of a draft of this report: ''The composition of the old accreted
surface, if indeed there is any present on the moon, should be of cosmic
composition rather than of the earth's surface. The material of the earth's
surface has been highly differentiated by partial melting and flow of material
to the surface of the moon. { . . . ) {Kuiper) has silicates floating on the
liquid materials below. The moon accumulated at low temperature but heating
in the interior melted the whole interior leaving an accreted crust floating
on the surface. We have here the curious situation where a solid floats on
its liquid, water being the only common example of this situation. Your
statements in regard to my views on this subject a1 e correct if we go back
to The Planets, but you will find a later discussion of this subject in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, Vol. 41, 127-144, see
particularly page 140. The abundance of the radioactive elements in this
paper is incorrect and this was corrected in Vol. 42, 889-891. 11 Reference
toW. H. RamseyMNRAS 108, 406{1948), andMNRASGeophys. Supp. 6,
409 {1949) should be made in connection with the high pressure modification
of silicate theo"y of the earth's core.
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silicate with about the viscosity of tar,

However, it is also believed that

the moon was extensively molten, while the earth was not.

Hence, if there

are any magnetic consequences of a liquid iron core, they would be expected
on the moon, but not on the earth.

A summary of various views is given in

Table I.
Measurement of the magnetic field on the moon may also provide
information about fluctuations in spatial magnetic fields due to ionized
particle streams from the sun and similar effects due to plasmas originating
in a nuclear detonation near the moon.

The same instrumentation may be

modified to determine residual rock magnetism of the lunar surface which,
as indicated above, will be important in theories of the moon's origin.
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Table I
LUNAR MAGNETIC FIELD
Source of Field

Liquid Corea

Moon once part of earthb

Moon formed from
condensed gasc
Moon formed from
accumulation of meteoric
materiald

Magnitude
10-5 oersteds
50,000

40

Considered unlikely
MP.a surable by lunar satellite
Fir:ld arises from cooling in
earth 1 s field

0

unknown, but
small

Mechanical rotation of
moone

7

Thermoelectric origin
in early lifec

100

Solar Wind£

Remarks

20
(RMS~

Intensity of magnetization of
existing meteorites hasn 1t
been determined

Field due to cooling in
self-field
Magnetic noise
Sets limit of required
in strum ental sensitivity

a.

S. Chapman and J. Bartels, Geomagnetism, Oxford University Press ( 1940).

b.

G. C. Darwin, Scientific Papers, Cambridge (1910) and H. Jeffreys,
The Earth, Caml:..ridge (1924 2nd ed. (1929).

c.

E. H. Vestine, "Utilization of a Moon Rocket System for Measurement
of the Lunar Magnetic Fidd," RM-1933, ASTIA No. AD 133008, July 1957.

d.

H. Urey, Sky and Telescope, 15, 1 (1956), and H. Urey, The Planets,
Their Ori_•-;in and Development:-Yale University Press (195~) Also ref. c.

e.

f.

P. M. S. Blackett, Nature. 159, 658 (1947), and H. A. Wilson,
Proc. Royal Soc., 104, 451 (1')23). (Blc-.ckett is quoted as having
abl.ndoned this theory by H. C. Urey, private communication
Scptem-::,er 4, 1959).
E. N. Par~~er, Phys. of Fluids, l, 171 (1958), and P. Meyer, E. N. Parker,
and J. A. Simpson, ?},ys. Rev. ,-104, 768 p956).
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Although it is likely that the most important question, presence or absence
of a substantial lunar field per se, will be at least partially answered by
presently contemplated lunar probes in advance of any nuclear detonation
experiment, it is worthwhile to consider briefly the entire experiment here.
From Table I we note specifically that in the absence of a present
liquid core, a field of the order of 5 to 100 gammas is predicted, depending
somewhat on the assumed origin of the moon and conditi0ns during its early
history.

If a present liquid core exists, the lunar field may be taken to be

of the order of the present earth 1 s field, 50,000 gammas.
A special source of magnetic field in the region of the moon and

especially germaine to the measurement problem is the Solar Wind

14

which is predicted to cause an rms magnetic field fluctuation of the order of
".,0 gammas.

Th'1s va 1ue appears to b e con f'trme db y 1n
' d'1rect expertmen
'
t s lS

and the same measurements also show that the average field in interplanetary
space is about one gamma.

In the present context, the 20 gamma fluctuation

must be considered a noise signal, but obviously measurements confirming
this value will be of interest with respect to the solar wind phenomena.

A

related effect may occur following a nuclear detonation due to the ionized
plasma produced.

It is obviously of interest to measure this also.

From the above brief summary, it is clear that magnetic field
measurements are of considerable importance in determining the present
state of the lunar core.
a liquid center.

A field greater than, say, 500 gammas would imply

C2.:r<Oicd measurements with an expected rr.:' ;:':itu.de of about

10 gammas may provide information about the moon's origin and the solar
wind phenomena.

It would be highly desirable to obtain data over a relatively

long time interval - of the order of three months - so that temporal effects
might be determined, One such effect is that possibly due to electric
currents in the lunar atmosphere,

16

which would have a 27-day period.

Measurements taken prior to landing a lunar pr,obe on the moon are
likely to be unsatisfactory if the moon's field is below about 50 gammas.
Presently contemplated lunar satellites will have an altitude of a few hundred
kilometers and may be useful if the field is in the range 200 - 1000 gammas.
Thus, to obtain information beyond the primary question of presence or
absence of a strong lunar field, it will be necessary to put the instruments on
the moon's surface.

In order to realize some inforn1ation concerning the

shape of the lunar field, at least three widely separated instrument packages
are desirable.

If possible, continuous signals during flight should be under-

taken in order to compare with prPsent earth s 1tellite magnetometer
measurements relating to the earth's field and nng currents near the earth.
The instrumentation required to carry out such measurements must
have a sensitivity approaching one gamma and be of small size and
lightweight.

.
18' 19
The proton precesswn magnetometer
is being used for

current earth satellite experiments.

It has the necessary sensitivity and the

considerable advantage of not requiring calibration.

Furthermore, the

I

signal is an easily transmitted audio tone whose,frequency is a meaa.ure of
the field.

Thus, the precision measu,ring instrument (a frequency meter)

need not be a part of the airborne instrumentation.
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The instrument has the

17

disadvantage that it measures the ma.gnitude of the field and provides no
directional information.

It inherently is not a continuously indicating device,

which means short time fluctuations in the field cannot be measured.

On the

other hand, power requirements are reduced by pulse operation.
Sirice the frequency of the signal is directly ·noportional to the field
strength, frequencies of the order of 0. 4 cps are expected for a lunar field
of 10 gammas.

This is an inconveniently low fr.':quency to transmit and

measure, but probably can be used.

However, it may be put into a more

suitable range with a small permanent field s Jpplied by a magnet.

The

accuracy of the instrument is sufficient to e;,sily read a 10 gamma departure
from a 10,000 gamma steady field, in whic.1 case the signal frequency is in
the range of 40 cps.
A more recently developed device, the Rubidium vapor magnetometer
also appears to have promise.
to be lightweight.

20

It, too, ·:equires no calibration and is likely

The signal does not appear to be as convenient, however,

and the device has not been miniaturized for satellite applications..

In

addition, thPre is some question about its operation in fields as low as 10
gamma.
A rotating coil technique has also been considered
employed in rockets for earth's field me<::.surements.

21

and has been

In this case a 27,000

turn coil on a 1nu-metal core generates an a-c voltage when rotated in the
field.

The rotation is supplied by spin of the vehicle itself and is about 10 cps.

In the earth's field a signal of 0. 2 volt is observed.

In the lunar application

a 40 microvolt signal would be generated, which is rather low.
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The signal could be increased by greater spin frequencies of the
carrier.

This technique has the considerable advantage that stray fields

generated within the miss-ile do not influence the measurement since they
rotate with the coil.

Ale(), the system is inherently simple and lightweight

since all that is required is a coil, plus perhaps a transistor amplifier.
However, it is incapable of operation from a stationary vehicle as one landed
on the moon.

Spinning the coil independently of the carrier leads to commutator

noise difficulties and is considered less desirable than some of the other
techniques available.
The classical earth's field magnetometer is the well-known fluxgate
device.

Although of sufficient sensitivity, it requires calibration and does not

appear attractive on a weight basis.

In light of present information, it

appears that the precession magnetometer developed for earth satellite use
may prove most suitable for the lunar probe if a bias field can be used.
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Chapter VII

SOME ASPECTS OF PLASMA AND MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS

In this chapter we shall consider the effect of the environment on the
phenomenology of a nuclear device detonation occurring in the vicinity of the
moon.

The discussion will, at best, be of an exploratory nature since the

problems involved are very complicated and, in some cases, insufficient
data prevent any analysis in detail.

We shall first wish to establish, as

best we can, the properties of the interplanetary medium in the vicinity of
the earth 1 s orbit where a detonation may be considered to take place.

We

shall be specifically concerned with the natural particle population in
interplanetary space, the magnitude and shape of magnetic fields and the
effect of various solar radiations, both electromagnetic and corpuscular,
on the material pr:lduced in the detcn<.Lon.

b

considering the magneto-

hycl:rudynamics of the resulting plasmas (that rarefying off the surface of the
moC'n or coming from the bomb directly) one encounters a problem beyond
our cap,bility for detailed consideratior i ·' the limited timt: available.

We

will therefore concern ourselves with sin,;'e particle dynamics and a bd-3f
discussion of the overall phenomena.
considerable c-.d.d.itio::-.al r;·

~dy

CLe:.dy, tl:3re are areas here ,.·J-c:::e

is necessary ts get even relatively cruce

<;_ VC..titi.ta ti ve infG".J."" JT1.:ttio·a.

VIe will. also ccnFider the effects of sol2.r p.l.asm2.s on in9trumen.t'::.l

Section One
The Quiescent Solar Plasma and Solar Streams
There exist a variety of observations which lead to the conclusion that
interplanetary space out to somewhat beyond one astronomical unit
13
( 1 A. U. "' 1. 5 x 1 o em - radius of earth's orbit) of the sun is occupied by
a tenuous highly-ionized gas.

Details as to the composition, temperature,

and the possible presence of non-Maxwellian components are not completely
certain and such knowledge must presumably await the results of space
probe experiments, some of which are now underway.

Strong evidence for

the presence of an outward streaming component from the sun has, however,
3
1 2
been presented by Biermann • in early papers and more recently.
He
shows that the accelerations and radial alignment observed in type I comet
tails containing

co+, N 2+ etc. cannot be explained in terms of solar

radiation (light) pressure.

These accelerations ordinari.ly appear to be

100 to 200 times as large as sohr gravity but may reach 1000 times solar
gravity under very active

condition~;

on the sun.

A streaming solar hydrogen

plasma would. produce the observed accelerations because of electric fields
set up by the greater stopping power of the cometary material for electrons
relative to the protons.

Neutral ionized streams having velocities of

about 1000 Km/sec and densities of the order of 10

3

- 10

4

particles/cm

the orbit of earth were suggested to account for these observations.

3

at

Biermann

points out that the highest accelerations can be related to interactions with
individual solar corpuscular beams of still higher density presumably

connected with discrete geomagnetic storms.
activity, the suggested density of the streams

On occasions of high solar

1

may reach 10

5

protons and

electrons per cm 3 at 1 A. U. while velocities might be upwards of 2000 Km/sec,
Similar values may be obtained from observations on changes in solar
.
.
5
ra d 10 no1se.
For a quiet eun, Behr and Siedentopf

6

have exan-1ined the polarized

component of the zodiacal light and find an electron density at 1 A. U. of
3
700 particles/cm .

Electrical neutrality would then require an equal

number density of protons.
Kiepenheuer

7

In a discussion of Biermann's early papers,

derives a lower limi.t for the particle density of about

six particles/cm

3

assuming a velocity of 1000 Km/sec for the solar plasma,

Recently, Kuiper has suggested

8

that a reasonable average density

for quiet conditions might be about 600 protons/cm 3 .
In a series of papers,

9

Parker has summarized various geomagnetic

effects which are assumed to be associated with discrete solar streams
from an active sun.

He goes on to suggest possible mechanisms for supra-

thermal particle generation as a possible sou· ce of auroral effects and
considers cosmic ray modulation by solar plasmas as well as magnetic
storm effects.

From these considerations, densities for quietest conditions

appear to be at least 10

2

ions/ em

3

with a minimum velocity of 500 Km/eec.

Under active conditions, densities of 10

5

ions/cm

3

and velocities of

1500 Km/sec or more are obtained,
Russian workers

10

studying the dissipation of a high temperature non-

?..24

stationary solar corona in the presence of a directed stream of matter also
conclude that the density of particles in solar streams near the earth is
between 10

3

and 10

5

.
3
parttcles/cm .

Summaries of observation3 together

with some views on the nature of the solar plasma prior to the launching of
the Russian space probe of January 2, 1959 have also been given. ll
Velocities of between 1000 and 3000 Km/sec are suggested with stream
concentrations ranging from 10 to 10

3

stream, a background gas at about 10

3
particles/ em .

4

With the low density

degrees Kelvin is also considered

to be present.
It should be emphasized that the properties of the solar plasma under

discussion pertain to conditions away from the perturbing influence of
planetary magnetic fields,

Such fields will shield out or markedly change

the influence of the solar plasma in nearby regions of space.

In the case of

the earth, we may compute the approximate distance beyond which solar
effects to be

discus~>ed

will be active.

Roughly, the requirement is that the

plasma kinetic energy density exceed the magnetic energy density and we
may write this condition as
_/_ ,
2 -,;;:: r v . / 7 U l f
-

..LL;;z.

81T

In the equatorial plane of the earth, assuming a pure dipole field, we have

from which the minimum distance for onset of the effects is
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Assuming the earth's surface field (horizontal component) as
B0

= 0. 4

gauss, setting r 0

= 6. 4

x 10

taking the stream density n to be 10

3

8

em as the terrestrial radius and

particles/cm

and m appropriate for protons, we find R = 2.9 r 0

3

•

with v

= 10 3 Km/sec

For this illustrative

case, we would expect effects beyond 8, 000 miles from the earth's surface.
This is to be taken only as an order of magnitude figure for a variety of
reasons, particularly because of the perturbation of the earth's dipole field
by the plasma itself and possibly by a radial solar magnetic field.

It does

appear that "stationary" satellites orbiting at 22, 000 miles might be affected.
Note that r varies slowly with nand v.
In the case of the moon, as discussed in another chapter of this report,

it is not known what magnetic field to expect and so it is not possible to
calculate the region around the moon which would be protected from solar
streams.

We do, in general, expect the lunar magnetic field to be low, and

it might be mentioned here that the recent Russian observations on gaseous
emission from the moon have been interpreted as being due to excitation
from the solar plasma during interaction with gases
lunar surface.

rel~ased

from the

That these gas releases are not volcanic and tllerefore do

not imply a liquid core has been suggested by J. H. Fremlin of University
of Birmingham among others.

If these intcrpretationa are correct, it

would re-enforce the argument that the lunar magnetic field is indeed very
small.
Before leaving the matter of the density and velocities of the solar

streams, it should be nJenttont:cl tl1at two grnups have raised objections to
the general magnitudes chosen here.
Arkl'vfo''rFyst'k,

12

Lars Block, in a series of papers in

h as sugges td
·
df or
e t htth
a
e gas d enst·t·tes requtre

ex:?lanati.on of certain of the effects observed are much lower than those
suggested by Parker, for example, although no specific reference is made
to Parker's work.

On the other hand, Block does not consider the observa-

tional data on the behavior of cometary tails.

Furthermore, it has been

suggested that the Alfven field which Block employs for his calculation does
not fit the data currently being obtained by Babcock and Babcock but requires
larger fields than have actually been observed.

The Block model has not

been pursued to the point of fully evaluating it, but it does appear at first
glance rather difficult to reconcile the cometary information with this
model which is based primarily on zodiacal light observations.
A second study which should be mentioned is that of E. J. Opik
made in 1956.

13

Opik concerns himself with detailed calculations on the

interplanetary dust and the terrestrial accretion of meteoric matter.

In

the process, he has made calculations of the rate of sputtering of
meteorites by the solar plasma.

Such calculations as a basis for objection

to relatively high interplanetary stream densities was revived recently by
Bergstrahl.

14

Opik's data both on the drag and sputtering from fast

corpuscular radiation of low temperatures may be summarized in Table I,
taken from his paper.
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Table I
DRAG AND SPUTTERING FROM FAST CORPUSCULAR RA.DIATION OF LOW TEMPERATURE
8
4
v = 10 em/sec; Ne = 600 cm- 3 ; T = 10 oK
Electrostatic charge of the particles = 200 volts
Proton energy = 5220 volts
r, em (pa~ticle diamete:::-)
6, gr /ern (particle de:cs:.~y)

Effective cross-sectior:,
"
2

!

S, ern

":,r

C-.!
~

co

!Radial drag per
; cross-section
!i dyne/em 2

~o-4

10- 3

10- 2

3.5

3.5

3.5

4.98xl0- 7

1. 54

X

10- 8

3. 14

10

X

10- 4

-1

~
- I

0.6

3.14x:c- 2

l

phyE;ica~
lo59

X

lG- 4

4.9

X

10- 3

l.OOxlO

-3

!.

Rat~o

of radial drag to
radiation pressure

Ratio of tang drag to
Poynting-Robertso:n effect
6, (transit time)
Time of destruction by
sputtering, years

I

' ;~ ~=-;

C"

l.OOxlo-5

j

3.53

l. 09

0.222

0.222

::.zzz

l06G

318

66.6

66.6

Ci::~C

;n

300

14000

24000

2.40000

10

100

170

l70Gi

~v

1.0

/

'

/

I

His drag data are included for completeness only and are not particularly
germane

to our discussions.

Two points are to be noted from this table:

the average transit time, 8, refers to the time required for particles moving
in nearly circular orbits to travel inward from two to zero astronomical units
distance.

The time for destruction by sputtering is calculated on the basis

of a yield of five atoms or molecules for each impinging proton.

Subsequent

to the Opik calculations, it has become clear that the sputtering of oxides by
ions rather than neutral atoms of this energy ifl probably two decades lower
than the yield

15

assumed by Opik.

The calculations that we will make in

subsequent sections are concerned with metallic surfaces or, at worst, surfaces
with very thin oxide coatings so that we will take a yield of one in such cases
even though the yield for a sputtering of meteors might be 0. 05 to 0. 01.
Clearly, this is a highly speculative matter and points up the need for good
sputtering measurements on both m•·teoritic materials and materials of
construction such as those treated in later sectior. s.
reduction of the order of one or two

o;~ders

In any case, with a

of magnitude which could come

at least in part from a lower sputtering yield, the time of destruction by
sputtering as calculated by Opik becomes of the order of the transit lifetime.
The

e~posure

time to sputtering which is appropriate far calculations

of lifetime is, of course, in part determined by the origin of the meteorites.
If one assumes that the meteorites are a result of a grinding process in the

asteroid belt, then the times of exposure appropriate for such calculations
are of the order of the transit lifetimes rather than the cosmic age of the
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material in the meteorite.

In gent>ral one r\lust be very cautious in assigning

an effective time for the sputtering process
suggested from a considerable body of data

to occur.
011

Urey

16

has recently

meteorites that an effective

age of the order of millions of years rather than billions of years for the
stone meteorites is correct, whereas the irons range around 10

9 years.

He

discusses the possibility that the stone meteorites originate from the moon
rather than from other possible sources in which case transit times could be
quite short.

A few last comments might be made concerning the instability

of the solar stream somewhat beyond the orbit of earth as will be alluded to
again in the next section.

Both this instability and some sort of self-shielding

might be possible explanations for the survival of iron meteorites.

It is,

at present, not possible to decide what the sputtering ratio should be after
the solar streams become unstable and perhaps change their velocity distribution appreciably.

It is interesting to note that this instability could occur

before interaction with the asteroid belt, ~-:li· a little beyond l A. U.

Opik's

calculations also ignore both the existence of a very low threshold for some
sputtering processes and the possible existence of elements heavier than
hydrogen in the solar streams.

It is possible that both of these effects could

be used to force the effective velocities on his model to such low values as to
endanger the entire structure of his theory.
further elsewhere.

17
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These points will be treated

Section Two
The Interplanetary Magnetic Field
Measurements on· the actual magnetic field existing in the space will
become available in the very near future,

In the meanwhile, however, the

magnitude and the nature of these fields must be inferred from other observationa,

For purposes of this discussion, we shall assume a picture of the

interplanetary field due essentially to Parker and described in references
already noted,

These ideas suggest a radial solar field falling off as R -Z

as a result of protons streaming from the solar surface,
one imagines

1

In this picture,

dipolar field which has been stretched into a perfectly radial

one because of the outward high velocity stream of plasma,

Somewhat

beyond the orbit of earth, instabilities in the radial f\treaming can occur and
a disordered entangled field of rather low magnitude results,

It is not

completely definite in this model where such disordering would occur and the
general location of these instabilities is inferred from
ray data and solar flares.

observat;t~..ns

on cosmic

In any case, if the moon is embedded in the well-

behaved radial solar field, it become:s por1ible to discuss single particle
dynamics in a definite manner.

It is cl.0ar that such an assumption is

speculative.
At one astronomical unit from the sun we desire now to calculate the
magnetic field strength on the assumption of a completely radial field.

For

this purpose we, of course, need info:rmP.t'.on on the general solar C.c\d

a.~

the surface of the sun.

Data

report~d

.'

i"-1. the litt)rature indicc,te '.hat

..

'~

~

~\~

ave,·age surface field could b<'

any~>:h(-re

tnnn 0. i gausn to 10 gauss.

Recently,

however, Babcock and Babcock have continued their rneasure1nents on the
nature of the average solar field and it appears that a figure of approximately
one gauss is realistic.
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The picture of the sun emerging is one of equatorial

disorder overlayed by a well-·hehaved dipolar field near the poles. The average
field in the disordered region is consistent with tLe figure we have taken, but
there are clearly local details in the structure n ·!ar the equator.

Because of

the general configuration of the solar system, '£one assumes a perfectly
dipolar field coupled with perfect radial strea ning, one would arrive at
essentially zero field i.n the plane of the earL> with, however, very high
gradients.

We shall assume that the mixinr; is sufficient to allow us to

ignore this consequence of perfect symmetry and shall take a field strength
appropriate to points somewhat away fron, the plane of symmetry of the dipole.
Under these circumstances, a simple ca'.culation shows that a field of
approximately 2. 2 x 10-

5

gauss is appropriate.

This field is sufficiently

small so that one must be concerned with fields of other origins.

For

example, it might be rnentioned that Hoyle has suggested a field of l
gauss for regions beyond 10 earth radii.

o- 3
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These large unccr·tainties in both the nature of the solar plasma and
the magnetic fif'ld make us clearly dependent on future rneasurPmPnts before
quantitative

results can be obtained.

L.lZ

Section Three
Single Particle Dynamics
In other chapters we have discussed the formation of a plasma cloud
due to x-irradiation of the lunar surface by the detonation of a nuclear device.
Calculations were made on the energy deposition in various layers of the
lunar surface for typical weapon temperatures.

The resulting rock vapor will,

of course, rarefy out into space from the lunar surface.

Since it will have

appreciable conductivity it will distort and perturb markedly any magnetic
field and plasma which might be pre -existent.

The interaction of a single

typical particle from this rarefying cloud calculated on the basis of no
perturbation of the environment will, however, be of interest because it can
provide feeling for some of the effects which might be encountered and might
relate to the real motion of particles in the high velocity tail of the rarefying
cloud which could precede the main body of the bomb-produced plasma.

For

these fast particles, hydromagnetic disturbances would not yet have upset
the environment.

We shall assume the materia' of the rarefying lunar gas to

be olivine with an atomic weight of 21, an average atomic number of 10.5
and we shall assume, quite arbitrarily, an effective charge for a typical
particle of unity.

For such a material, the rms velocity as a function of

temperature is given by

'-"/=3.5x/0 3 T~

c~ec.

We may take the appropriate velocities for various temperatures and
calculate the Larmor radius, r1, corresponding to these velocities in the
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unperturbed solar magnetic field.

These data are shown in Table II.

Table II

RMS Velocity for
Olivine
v (km/ sec)

Temperature, °K

Larmor Radius
for Olivine
r 1 (em)
3.4x 106

3.45
11. 5

11.5x10

34.0

3. 4

X

10

11.5x10

115. 0

3. 4

340.0

X

10

6

7
7

8

Since we have assumed a radial solar magnetic field to be the only one
present in this exploratory calculation, we may compute the transit time .for
a typical particle moving in the direction of the sun to the position in this
radial field where mirroring will c·ccur.

In general, the field at the mirror

point Bm is given by

_4!.t:t
Bl

/

=...S&/?;a 6~-.

Bi is the field at the point of injection and ei is the angle of injection.
our magnetic field goes as l/r

2

Since

this expression is exact rather than dependent

upon adiabatic invariance as shown as early as 1896 by Poincare who
calculated trajectories in a monopole field.

We may immediately write the

mirror radius in terms of the injection radius as

Taking the injection radius to be one astronomical unit and considering the

particle injected at 60 degrees, one finds that the mean length of the trajectory
to the mirror point is

app~oximately

2 x 10 12 em.

We use a particle injected

at 60 degrees as a typical case since contained within a cone of this angle will
be one-half of all the particles, assuming that the injection is isotropic.
We may obtain a lower bound to the time

requi~ed,for

travel to the

mirror point by using the initial velocity along the solar radius.

A nwre

detailed calculation would consider the transfer of energy from transverse
to radial components but, as wi:l be seen, this lower bound calculation is
completely adequate to establish the point we wish to make.

In general, a

lower bound to the mean time to the mirror point is given by

t >

1-i {1-.s//1. e)

tf-..3,-,r
cos
m

e

and if we set 6 equal to 60 degrees and take a temperature of the order of

105oK, we find this time is of the order of 40 days at a minimum.

Now this

is to be compared with times reql'.ired for other aspects of the interplanetary
environment to have their effect on this single particle.

In particular, the

outward streaming solar plasma electrons will be de-celerated in the
rarefying lunar cloud and set up electric fields which will drag on the clouds
travelling toward the sun in precisely the same way that drag is produced on
cometary tai1s.

The ratio of solar gravity to this drag has been computed

.
.
.
tnvesttgators,
f or t h e cometary case b y vanous
gives for this drag ratio,

p

IJ., the expression

= /. 6 x/0 /~.4
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I n partlcu
. 1ar, K"1epen h euer ZO

where n is the particle density for the solar stream and v i.s the relative
velocity.

Although our materials are somewhat dissimilar, we may use this

expression to compute to order of magnitude the time required for the
relative velocity of the two systems to change from v 0 to vf•

This time is

simple

where gs is the solar acceleration.
If the change in relative velocity, b.V, is small this may be written as

while if the change in velocity, b.V""' v 0
6 -

,

this expression becomes

.......1/.~"~.,--~.i'sA

Now if we wish to stop a lunar particle moving with an initial velocity
corresponding, let us say, v to rms velocity at a temperature 10 5 °K, then b.V,
the change for relative velocity is small and for solar stream conditions
corresponding to f.L
10 4 to 10 5 seconds.

= 100,

we find that the stopping time is of the order of

If one is dealing with an intense solar stream so that

f.L = 1000, this is reduced

to 10

3

to 10

4

seconds.

If, on the other hand, we

wish to actually turn the particle which initially started toward the sun and
have it attain the velocity of the solar plasma stream, the times required
are of the orc'"r of 10 5 to 10 6 seconds for f.L = 100 and proportionately less
for conditions when fJ. = 1000.

We might note here that at one astronomical

unit gs, the acceleration due to solar gravity, is equal to

g,s = 27;.,.+0 (lx~;.~~:~)c.-

0.67cysec...e.
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Therefore, for 1.1 .-:: 100, the plasma acceleration is of the order of 67 em/ sec
and for

J..l.

= 1000 the plasma acceleration is of the order of 670 em/sec,

These figures are to be compared to accelerations due to lunar gravity.of the
order of 167 em/sec at the surface of the moon,

Thus, if

)..I.=

1000, lunar

gravity will be small from the beginning, while if 1· = 100, the effect of lunar
gravitation will be small after three or four lunar radii have been traversed
by the escaping particles.
under consideration.

This would take only a few minutes at the velocities

In any case, it appears that the perturbing influence of

collisions for the outward streaming solar gar. will completely override any
effects directly due to the solar magnetic fieLd so that attempts to calculate
single particle orbits and mirroring points .n the absence of collisions with
the solar streams are pointless.
In passing we might note that the effects we have been treating_'have
also been suggested as active in reducinf, the normal steady-state lunar
atmosphere.

This possibility is mentioned among others by Kozyrev.

21

The

Russians have also suggested that a lunar cloud, produced by artificial means,
could aid in soft landings on the moon.

They suggest tests to determine

settling times using special rockets to produ.ce the clouds.

22

Such ideas

might be worth further thought in the present context.
It is of some interest to consider the time required for ionization of a

neutral particle originating in the detonation by electromagnetic radiation from
the quiet sun.

If we take a cross section for photo ionization of the order of

.
. h t h"18
5 x 1 0 - 18 em 2 an d cons1. d er p h otons o f 10 e 1ectron vo 1ts as e ff ectlve
w1t
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cross section, we find that the tirne required for ionization is of the order
of 10 5 to 10 6 seconds by this process.

In this calculation, a flux of

6 erg/ em/ sec is assumed as indicated by the measurements of Byram et al.

23

This ionization process is, of course, only one of a number of mechanisms
which will be operating.

The mean time to ionization by solar protons, however,

assuming a cross section of
density of 10 3 particles/cm
required for UV ionization.

3

lo- 18

cm

2

with a velocity of 1000 Km/sec and a

is one order of magnitude longer than that
From such calculations as these, it appears that

single particles which are neutral at the beginning of the process might remain
neutral long enough to travel of the order of the earth-moon distance without
acquiring a charge.

Before such a conclusion can be definitely established,

it would be necessary, however, to consider other mechanisms than those
discussed above including stripping reactions, charge exchange and other
possibilities.
If single particle calculations were to be taken seriously, we could, in

principle, calculate the shape of the cloud of lunar material released by the
detonation and from such calculations decide how visible such a cloud would
be and for how long.

In fact, taking a particle injected at an angle 6 as

representative of the behavior of the entire system, one may readily show
that the volume enclosed by the orbit of such a particle in a time t is given
by the expression

If one assumes that this volume is then filled with lunar debris, one may

make calculations on the question of visibility.

Taking a temperature of

105°K, taking 13 as 60° and using a time of 105 seconds after the burst, one
finds the volume, V, to be of the order of 10 25 cm 3 .

If we assume 106 kilograms

of matter· have been injected as a result of the bomb x-ray pulse and uniformly
distributed in this volume, we find a particle density of the order of
106 particles/cm 3 which is perhaps two to t~ree orders of magnitude larger
than the density normally present in interplanetary space.

If a cloud is

singly ionized we may compute a lower bound to the brightness by considering
only Thompson scattering.
the cloud is about l 0

14

The number of electrons along the diameter of

so that the system is optically thin and one finds a

scattered solar flux of the order of 107 photons/cm2/sec, which is a
significantly high number and is equivalent to 5 x Io-13 lumens/cm-2/sec,
This would be visible with a 16x

tel~·scope

with one inch aperture.

To this

scattered solar flux must be added orher scattered radiation and especially
resonance fluorescence light,
It should be mentioned that many observational techniques on the bomb

cloud may be suggested by drawing an analogy with work on the solar corona.
Possibilities which come immediately to mind are:
( 1)

Observations on the scattered Fraunhofer lines of the sun. The
spread in such lines ~~
is proportional to~ of the bomb
clmtd electrons so interesting temperature histories could be
obtained. Severe broading occurs at 1 o5·K.I

( 2}

Doppler shifts in lines. Such data might permit detection of
ordered motions in the cloud.

( 3)

Polarization measurements.
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Parenthetically, we may calculate the solar radiation pressure on the
assumption of pure Thompson scattering.

At one astronomical unit, per

electron, the radiation pressure from radiation

Pat 1 A. U. is equal to 3 x lo- 2 9 dynes.
21 particles is 2 x lo-

23

~

is given by

The force of solar gravity for mass

dynes and since polarization forces keep the plasma

acting as one body, it is clear that gravitational effects overwhelm light
pressure effects and one is left with solar stream and magnetic interactions as
It becomes clearly necessary then to reconsider all

the dominant factors.

of these qualitative estixnates in a more realistic way, taking into account
the magnetohydrodynamics of the situation.

The degree to which such a

treatment will differ from the single particle trajectory picture may be
readily indicated by a trivial calculation of the spherical volume of the
rarefying lunar vapor when the magnetic pressure from the solar field equals
the material pressure.

Although a sphere is assumed, it is evident that

expansion will be anisotropic and probably a "sausage" would be a more
realistic model.

In our illustrative case of a 10 5 oK gas and a mass 10 6 kilograms,

the radius computed on this basis is of the order of 10 10 em.

On the other

hand, such an estimate as this ignores the presence of the already existing
interplanetary plasma.
10

10
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For a system volume corresponding to a radius

em, the mass of lunar material results in a particle density of only

10 lunar particles/cm

3

whereas the background gas might be two orders of
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magnitude higher than this.

It is

apparent that engulfing of the normally

present interplanetary medium will reduce the overall radius of the cloud
and change its composition as well. In

~his

magnetic instabilities could also result.

process various sorts of hydro-

It may be, therefore, that the

picture developed on a single particle model is not quite as far off dimensionally
as one might first assume.

Clearly, however, the phenomenology should be

treated in rriore detail before any firm conclusions can be drawn.
An individual aspect of the behavior of the lunar plasma which, deserves
attention and which can be treated in a somewhat realistic way is discussed
in an appendix to this chapter.

It is concerned with production of relativistic

electrons as a result of plasma interaction with inhomogeneous magnetic
fields by mechanisms other than the usual Fermi acceleration.

If such a

mechanism is operating, it may lead to interesting observable effects not
only for detonations near the moon but also elsewhere in space.

Section Four
Influence of Solar Plasmas on Experimental Apparatus
During the course of the present considerations as well as in many
other investigations of this general topic, the need has arisen for optical
tracking aids and for other experimental structures to be erected in space
or on the lunar surface possessing large surface area ard low total mass.
The desire for such structures is discussed in the chapter on optical
problems in this report as well as elsewhere.

With these types of structures

in mind, it is of interest to compare the force per unit area exerted on a

L4l

material body by solar plasma streams with thilt produced by light pressure,
The latter, in general, is g1ven by tlw num of rnen1enta carried by incident
solar radiation minu.s the parallel con1ponent of reflected or absorbed and
subsequently re-radiated flux plus the
from re-radiated flux .

il

nti --pa ralle.l component of momentum

.U we assume a perfect reflPctor, no re-radiation

can occur, and the force per unit. area at 1 A. U. reaches a maximum value
of about 9 x 10-

5

2
dynes/em .

lf we assume a solar plasma cor:.taini.ng let u.s say 600 particles/cm

3

and travellinr;: at an average velocity of 1000 Kin/sec we obtain a force of

10

-5

dynes/em

2

if the beam is simply stopped in the material.

active sun during a severe storrn, with stream rlensities of 10

5

For an
particles/cm

2
and velocities of, say, 2000 Km/sec, we obtain 6. 7 x lo-3 dynes/cm •

3

Thus,

for qniet conditions the plasma produces 0. ll times the maximum light
pressure, but during a storm, it may exert perhaps 75 times the solar
radiation pressure on a perff!ct reilecl.c.r at l A. U. from the sun.
The very difficult problem of locating and tracking a small instrument
package in the vicinity of the moon, for example, has led to the very
interesting suggestion that highly reflf-ct.i.v<' ba \loons be periodically
discharged from the package.

25 According to this suggestion, dispersion of

these balloons by light pressnre would then produce an advancing line of
objects of high visibility.

lf such a systPm were; indeed employed, it would

be of interest to attempt to observe addJtit,n:J.J accelPrations above the
light

prc3S\~re

value which cotdd be ascribed to the solar plasma.

Conceivably,

some information on the fluctuations in momentum transfer due to changes in
solar plasma velocities and densities could also be obtained from such
observations.

No telemetry of data would be required.

Consideration should,

however, be given to possible destruction of the balloons or their reflective
coatings by the plasma.

This will be discussed more fully in the next pages

since these effects are alsv germane to questions of long-lived passive
communications reflector satellites and durability of balloon markers
for the lunar surface assuming the absence of a lunar magnetic field

26
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and

to power generation equipment using thin films.
Before leaving the subject of the forces exerted by solar plasmas
mention may be made of an apparent revival of interest in the idea of using
light pressure for propulsion.

Originally suggested in the literature of

.
f'1c t'1on,28 1t
. h as rece1ve
. d attentlon
.
' t h e serwus
'
1ay press 29 an d 1n
'
sc1ence1n

the American Rocket Society Journal.
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Th e pra.chca
. 1'1ty o f t h e se 1'deas h as

already been questioned on other grounds by Greenwood 31 and there is no
need to repeat his criticisms here.

To the list of problems may be added

the ·thought that in the presence of a strong solar plasma stream, the forces
on the shrouc\s of a "solar sail" will be orders of magnitude greater than the
results given by Garwin, for example.

The latter author, in arriving at his

conclusion that light pressure propulsion is practical, proposes the use of
commercially available metallized plastic film of 0. 1 mil thickness and
suggests, as an improved design, that film of thickness 2 x 10- 5 em be used.
Assuming fJuch a structure could be built, if it were struck by a solar plasma
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stream, considerations to follow ahow that its function might be seriously
impaired in a short time.
When high velocity ions or atoms impinge on a solid surface, momentum
transfer processes or, in some cases, chemical processes lead to the
ejection or sputtering of atoms from the surface.

For the case of physical

sputtering of metals, the threshold energy V 0 for particles of atomic weight
M impinging normal to a surface of atomic weight Ms• is given by

where

0 is

the heat of sublimation of the surface material in kcal/mol and

W is the bulk sound velocity for the material in em/ sec.
This semi-empirical expression was obtained by Wehner 32 and fits
experimental observations obtained with thick samples at room temperature
or above.

Applying these results t.1 the sputtering of very thin structures or

coatings by the hydrogen-rich solar plasma stream can only give very
approximate results because of:

(l) the possibi.lity of chemical sputtering

through metal hydride formation which would require much lower threshold
energies, (2} the difference between thin film properties and bulk mechanical
properties which can change the kinematics of momentum transfer empirically, this rnight be accowtted for by changes in tJ and W, and (3)
differences between ionized and neutral atom sputtering mechanisms.

33 34
•

I

For protons on aluminum, the calculated threshold for perpendicular
incidence, usi.ng

~:::

75 kcal/mo.l and W
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=:

5.1 x 10

5

em/sec, is V 0

= 560

electron

volts.

The energy of solar protons may be readily computed and, for

1000 Km/sec streams, is "'"' 5100 electron volts.

Thus, even for considerably

slower streams than suggested by some of the observations, sputtering
thresholds at normal incidence are likely to be exceeded by large margins.
The yield of sputtered atoms per incident particle is a more difficult
subject and observations as well as theoretical predictions vary widely.
Depending on the circumstances, yields ranging from 0. 05 to well over 1. 0
might be appropriate for ou- situation on the basis of the measurements
reported by Weiss and by Wehner and the calculations of Whipple.

35

Still

higher yields would presumably be observed at other than normal incidence;
Goldman and Simon
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suggest a secant 8 dependence hl the theoretically

simple case of high energy sputtering with the yield going with energy as
lnV /V.

In view of the uncertainties involved, we shall assume a sputtering

yield of unity and note that the destructive effects to be comp\,lted can be
readily scaled to other values.
Consider now a reflective structure consisting of metallized plastic,

In order to achieve high visible opacity, a metal thickness of the order of
0

300 A will be required which, in the case of aluminum, would weigh about
10

-5

grams/em

2

.
17
2
and contam about 2 x 10
atoms/em .

Supporting the

metal coating would be a pla::;tic fiim which, in the case of marker balloons
or focusing collectors, might be 0. l mil to 0. 25 mil thick and which would
weigh between 25 x 10-5 grams/cm 2 and 6u x 10- 5 grams/cm 2 .

Thus,
0

metal

thi.ckness,~s

in excess of 10 times the assumed

.., "'J

{.. -r

value{~...:.._£·

3JOO A

of aluminum) begin to cost heavily in payload for fixed structural area.

For

light pressure propulsion, where plastic film thicknesses of 2 x l0- 5 cm have
been proposed

30

even the 300

A coating adds

one-third to the mass per unit

area.
Complete stripping of a coating by sputtering would occur in a time t
given by

where N is Avogadro's number
Lis coating thickness
cr is spu ;tering yield assumed independent of L but averaged over
angle and weighted according to the incident velocity distribution
M is coating atomic weight and d is density
<nx)is the solar flux averaged over the exposure time
Optical properties will, of course, begin to change well before complete
removal is effected.

This expression does, however, ignore atoms removed

from one part of the structure and deposited on another region either because
of the physical design of the structure or by virtue of image charge forces.
Most sputtered particles are neutral.

We also ignore atoms ejected in the

forward direction through the structure.

Mass losses or atomic displacements

from this latter mechanism could be quite important especially for very thin
films,
0

The time required for solar protons to destroy a 300 A coating, on the
basis of an average yield of unity, a density of 600 particles/cm

24(,

3

and a

velocity of 1000 Km/sec would be less than one month of exposure.

For

densities and velocities corresponding to an intense storm
(v

= 1500 Km/ sec

in about 10

4

and n = 1 o5 / cm 3 ) the coating would be completely removed

seconds.

This time is within an order of magnitude of that

required for an average beam from a single solar event to pass the earth at
a velocity of 1000 Km/ sec.

A beam length in space of about l 0

11

em is

suggested by Kiepenheuer3 7 to account for the time dependence of geomagnetic
effects while Unsold and Chapman give a beam length of l. 2 x 10

12

em.

Thus,

depending on how literally one takes the assumptions, a single encounter with
a beam ejected from an ar;tive sun could conceivably destroy the reflective
coating.

Scaling to other assumptions about proton densities,· velocities,

and yields is direct and obvious.
We turn now to an aspect of the solar plasma usually ignored - the
presence of elements heavier than hydrogen.

Except for Unsold anc'. Chapman's

attention to possible Ca II content of a stream, a plasma consisting purely of
protons and electrons is generally assumed.

However, since the corpuscular

beams appear to be merely segments of the solar corona

b~own

out bodily,

·one should expect both helium and higher Z elements to be present.

If one

assumes no fractionation occurs during acceleration, an ansumption which
might be more applicable to individual streams from an active sun than to
quiet conditions, it would be reasonable to expect a plasma con'lposition
w~ight

similar to that of the corona itself, by

roughly 75 per cent hydrogen,

23 per cent helium anrl. Z r;:r c:"nt I:C<'''Y elernenl:s.

?

i

·~

' I

• ..,
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For the l2.st w:• m2y

take an average atomic weight of around

3z:

9

ln the plasma a population ratio,

H:He:Heavy, of about 75:6:0.06 might then be expected.

Charged heavy

species would travel at the same velocity as the general proton stream
because of polarization fields and would therefore possess correspondingly
higher energies and momenta.

From the viewpoint of any impulse delivered

to a structure, the influence of all but the helium is negligible (and, in fact,
is partially taken into account by the methods used to calculate stream
properties from observations in the first place).

From the viewpoint of

sputtering, however, the presence of these components could lead to
appreciable effects.

In comparison to protons, momentum transfer from

such particles to atoms of a surface is more efficient, differences
between charged and neutral components not so marked, and a variety of
chemical sputtering mechanisms possible.

For example, the work of

Weiss~· for silver shows a sputtering yield for He+ higher than for

W

by a factor of about nine in the 10 kev region.

This alone would make

the sputtering by solar He+ about equal to that by solar protons.
The heavy component in a 5 kev proton stream would have an average
energy i.n the vicinity of 160 kev while the sputtering threshold for such
particles incident normally on an Al surface would drop to the order of
94 electron volts because of higher momentum transfer

~::fficiency.

It might

be noted that if such particles were present even in the form of a cold
stationary gas, perhaps the remanents of previous solar streams, and the
structure under consideration was moving along with the earth (but outside
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the magnetic shielding limit), the equivalP.nt energy of the gas impinging on
the surface would be about 180 ev - well above the sputtering threshold,
Similar considera tiona to the above may be made concerning the
longevity of thin coatings of prescribed emissivity applied for purposes of
temperature regul.ition of extra-terrestrial structures,

If the surface of the plastic film itself, rather than an overlying metal
coating, were exposed to the solar plasma, radiation damage effects over
and above those caused by solar ultra-violet and x-ray emission are to be
expected.

Hydrogen evolution

exposures of rrore than 10

l0

'~ading

to charring and carbonization at

Rad (1 Rad = 100 ergs/gram) should occur,

If

the reflecting film were behind the plastic, a marked crop in albedo would
prP.sumably precede final destruction by some sort of sputtering away of the
carbon skeleton of the polymer.
Radiation damage produced by relatively slow, heavy particles of
the kind present in solar plasmas has not been extensively studied.

As a

first approximation, we shall assume the dose to be delivered uniformly
over the range of the incident particles.

This is justified because multiple

scattering and similar effects will smear any strong dependence on details
of the prin1ary energy loss mechanisrns.

Since hydrogen evolution results

frorn molecula·.· excitation and ionization, direct conversion from energy loss
to chemically effective dosage should be permiasible down to a limit below
which elastic collisions predominate as a result of the incident particle
velocity dropping below the pertinent orbital electron ve!"ocities.
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Seit7. 43

su,~gests,

for this limit, the point at which the incident particle velocity is

that of an electron with q.bout one -eighth to onE> -quarter of the required
If Et rv 4 ev, the proton energy required for excitation

Pxcltation energy Et.
would be 1 to 2 kev.

For the heavy element component, the lower limit would
In both cases, the v~locities associated with the

be around 30 to 60 kev.

solar plaama arc well above the reC[uired limits.

For a rough estimate we

shall compute the range of the particles and then convert the energy loss
sustained up to these limits to RadR.
For solar protons, the rangP n1ea,;·urements of Cook et. al.
used along with a range-Pnergy relation of the form R

= kE 213

range of;vlO -5 grams I em 2 for a velocity of I 000 Km I sec,
600 particleslcm

3

the dose would be about. 5 x 10

requires of the order of 10
2 x .l 0 4 seconds.

10

5

41

may be

to obtain a.

For a density of

Radslsec.

Carbonization

Rads and hence would occur in about

For a beam from an active sun, the time required would

be about 100 seconds or less than

th~

exposure time provided by a single

n1ajor event.
For the heavy elements diui"\ISBed earlier, the range may be computed
.
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f ron1 t l lL' expression

where

z 1,

A

1

and

z2,

A

2

are 11"· •l•>mic number and wt'ight of the abscrbe.t

,t;;d :3tream particles re specti v··l y

1•:
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is strearn energy in kev.

The range of thi a component in plastics is thus calculated to be
5 to 10 x 10- 5 grams/cm

2

for velocities presumed appropriate to a quiet sun.

For storm conditions, with veloci tics of 1500 Km/ sec or more, the range of
the particles would exceed 25 x 10 · ·~. grams I em z allowing them to completely
penetrate a 0, 1 mil structure.

ThP dose delivered to th..eae thicknesses of

material is of the order of 3500 Rads/sec for the quiet sun, assuming
8 x 10-

4

heavy particles per proton., and might rise to perhaps 5 x 10 5 Rads/sec

due to an intense beam.

The corresponding time to deliver 10

10

the heavy component alone is abo1tt 40 days in the former case.

Rads from
The dosage

from the heavy component is naturally small compared to the prcton
component but is effective over larger thicknesses.

It does not require any

sputtering away for total penetration of sufficiently thin sections.
The detrimental effect of solar plasmas on the performance of various
thin, lightweight structures which might be erected in space has been shown
to be potentially serious.

The precise magnitude of the problem cannot be

established with certainty, but assumptions which appear reasonable in the
.light of present knowledge lead either to very low durability or to high
payload penaJties,

For certain effects, even a reduction of plasma densl.ty

by one or n1ore orders of magnitude, as a rPault of more complete data
collected i.n the future, would still imply a
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con~iderable

p1·ohlPm,
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Appendix I

ACC.:t:LERATION OF ELECTRONS lN MIRRORING PLASMAS

Appendix I

ACCELERATION OF ELECTRONS IN MIRRORING PLASMAS

In this appendix, we wish to describe briefly a possible mechanism for
the production of fast electrons, in the mev range of energy, from a nuclear
burst and specifically not involving nuclear beta decay.

The existence of a

very simple and general mechanism for generating fast electrons, which
has remained unnoted in much of the weapons effects literature, but which
has been described qualitatively for the case df cosmic rays by the Russian
scientist Veksler,

1 is the basis for this discussion.

Veksler has suggested

that relativistic electrons in cosmic space can be generated by the motion of
a small neutral cloud of ionized plasma in an inhomogeneous magnetic field.
We shall repeat here the essentials of his argument and then apply the ideas
to the behavior of a nuclear bomb case plasma.
Consider a small cloud of neutral plasma moving as an entity with a
velocity v 0

•

For simplicity, let us assume that the inhomogeneous field has

a symmetry axis and the neutral cloud is r:.oving along this axis which we
will denote by z.

Vfhen the cloud enters the field, the radial component of

the magnetic \'ector S'tLjects the electrons and ions to an equal, but
oppositely directed, Lorentz force.

Under this force the particles are

accelerated in the plane perpendicular to the motion of the cloud.

The

resulting cun·c;Jts cause the clot•,: I,, J:.ccon1e polarized since the resulting
de-celerating force acting on electrc·t:s is greater than that acting on ions

by the ratio of the masses.

The polarizatio:1 field binds the electrons to the

ions and the plasma as a whole is de-celerated and, during the procesa,
energy is extracted from the iontl by the electrons.

This process continue•

until the forward motion of the ions is stopped 9r reverses and the entire

plasma rebounds from the magnetic mirror.
Following Veksler, cince the !orcea of polarization which ariae will
not allow the ions to break away from the electrons, we have, for anytime,
the equations

•

.:=-

From which it follows that:

where vai and v9e are the mean ion and electron velocities in the plane
perpendicular to the velocity vector of the cloud as a whole, and Hv is the
radial magnetic field component.

From this, it follows that whe·n tho forward

motion of the plasma has stopped, the kinetic er.ergy of the ions is much
smaller than the kinetic energy of the electrons.
ions is given by
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Tht1 kinetic energy of the

aince the radial kinetic energy of the ions is negligible and the cloud is
essentially stopped.

If we define y by the equation

and we halve the energy of the electrons as

ln which case the energy of the electron ma,y be

neglecting sm'nlT terms,

Thus, an average

~iU.tei_)

e~nergy

of each electron will be

Now let us assume that the bomb casa in a n.ucl'ear detonation has an
average .-atomic weight of approximately 60.

It .!~,k,nown·from various

calculations that the case disassem?les w.lth a. -VIllocity of the order of
l to 3 x 10 8 cmY'&ec.

Parenthetically, it might.~-~ ;n~ntioried t'hat'Argo et.al.

have ca~_ou1ated th<:rt the outer portion of the ca.&e:J.nay a:ttain velocities of
the ord~t·"ot'•~ x 10 6 em/sec due to radiation p~esst.ll:e and aetondarily to
hydrodyl);v·hlcs.

Under the!e circumstances, y, .in the expressions above,

is approxi:rnately seven and the average energy oi·th¢ al'e·l!.1:ron in the
plasma a(J it is stopped-by the mirror held reacbel'! appr.l:lx1rt'ia'tely 3 me.v,
.lt

is interesting to· note that the fraction of the .b.orop yielU gbiltg lnto case,

motion ma-y thus, 'in principle, be converted imo a. good sour·!!e of high
speed electrons comparable to those released by high energy fission product
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~horter

decay but appearing over a much

time.

Furthermore, the influence

of the magnetic field. before mirrc :ing occurs might well keep the source of
fast electrons fairly localized even though the burst is some distance away.
Whether measurable effects from a space or lunar buret due to this
mechanism can be observed l'emains to be explored.
appear that some of the high altitude, ai).d
nuclear detonations, might show
the basis of this mechanism.
are not

availabl~

es~cially

phe~omena

However, it would
the ARGUS series of

wh.ich could be interpreted on

The appropriate data relating to this question

to us at present.

Parenthetically it might be mentioned

that if this mechanism does indeed operate

~uccessfully,

it becomes of

possible interest in connection with certain auroral phenomena

3

and also

possibly in the matter of detecting nuclear bursts in space,
It is interesting to note that in the ARGMA Anti-Missile Research

Meeting for April 21-22, 1959, K. M. Watson suggested the salting of
weapons with Boron-11 to obtain a faster beta ray emission rate that is
produced by oridinary fission product decay.

By this means, he suggests

that beta jets could be produced reaching powers of the order of a few hundred
watts.

If the mechanism suggested in the present discussion were operable,

such salting might not be necessary to get the effects.

Watson also has

suggested that rermi acceleration mechani·sms, occurring in turbulent
regions arouncl a burst in space, might produce electrons of the energies of
the order of 100 mev.

It seems possible that the efficiency of the present

mechanism might be comparable to tl.e procesa suggested by Watson,
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The arguments put forth for the existence of the mirror accelerating
mechanism are certainly not rigorous ones and it may well be that other
factors enter which reduce, in a fundamental way, the effectiveness of the
energy transfer.

Then too, even if the arguments are valid, due considera-

tion must be given to energy loss processes, scattering and other complications.
In view of the relative complexity of the phenomenon from an analytical
v~ewpoint,

it might be worthwhile to appeal to laboratory experiment to

establish the existence of the process.
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ORGANIC MATTER AND THE MOON

Chapter VIII
ORGANIC MATTER AND THE MOON

Since the deposition of an instrumented package on the lunar surface is
implicit in many of the experiments discussed in thie report as well as being
imminent as a result of other U.S. or Russian activities, there has been considerahle recent concern that terrestrial organisms and organic matter,
deposited with the package, may obscure detectioJJ. of possible organisms or
1 2 If
.
.
organic matter in d 1genous
to t h e moon. •
suc:h a bio 1og1cal
contamination

of the moon occurred, it would represent an unr,ar.alleled scientific disaster,
eliminating several possibly very fruitful appr.:>aches to such problems as the
early history of the solar system, the chemical composition of matter in the
remqte past, the origin of life on earth, and the possibility of extraterrestriallife.

Because of the moon's unique situation as a large unweathered body

in the middle of the solar system, scientific opportunities lost on the moon
may not be recouped elsewhere.

Accordir,gly, it is of interest to determine

(a) the survival probability of a terrestrial life-form on the moon, and (b)
the possibility that organic matter was produced during the previous history
of the moon, has survived to the present epoch, and could be confused with
the remains of contemporary terrestrial life-forms.
Section One
Survival of Terl'estrial

Organi~~-~--

on the Moon

There ·seem to be th.ree major hazardH to survival of terrestrial life
on the moon - - the temperature variation, corpuscular radiation, and solar
electromagnetic radiation - - which we con,;ider in turn.·

The probable ab-

sence of oxygen, water and other substances from the moon's surface is not,
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of course, evidence against survival, particularly of dormant anaerobic microorganisms; but it does preclude the possibility of their reproduction.
Temperatures range from about

+ 100 0

C. to about - 150

0

C. during a

lunar day and night, but eince many microorganisms, and especially bacteri-

al spores, can survive temperatures in this range, we neglect the debilitating
effects of the temperature variation.

Cosxnic rays, charged particle e emitted by the sun, and continuous and
discrete solar electromagnetic radiation are all incident on the moon.

Wheth-

er they arrive at the lunar surface, however, depends on the existence of a
lunar magnetic field and a lunar atmosphere.

At the present writing, the

strength of the lunar magnetic field is not known (except perhaps in the U.S. S. It.),
However the mean density of the moon is comparable with terrestrial surface
material; this has always been understood as indicating the absence of an extensive liquid iron core, and presumably the absence of an appreciable lunar
magnetic field as well.

On the other hand it is not definitely ruled out that the

field strength is comparable with the terrestrial value.
perience, and from the Stormer theory,

3

By terrestrial ex-

energetic charged particles arriving

from great distances would be constrained to strike the surface at high magnetic latitudes; cosmic rays and the solar proton strearn would then be primarily
excluded from a wide band around the lunar magnetic equator.
The work vf Biermann on the acceleration of comet tails indicates a flux
of solar prot.;ms in the vicinity of the moon of about 5 x 1c
awl a mean particle en0.rgy of a few kev (v., e. g., S).

'ce exchd.ed fro1n

i~egion3 wit•

tlte pc_rticle kinetic. en10: ~c:v
'.··1·13.1·

magnetic field

R~·

i

·~

10

protons em -2. sec -l

Charged particles will

tid') 1nagnctic energy chmsity is greater than

<ic>~ .o~t;.

J/o:c the surfac,; of the moon, then, the

<:r•<tlh F.Jrst exceed about 10 ··Z gauss for

thes~ uolar

proton streams "or wind 11 to be deflected.
From lunar occultations of cosmic radio sources, it can be estimated
that the lunar atmosphere contains leas than 10
4

centimeter of surface.

14

molecules above each square

Ultraviolet absorption cross-sections for all mole-

cules likely to be in the lunar atmosphere are generally less than 10
at all wavelengths.

-16 em z

Hence the optical depth in the ultraviolet is less than 10-z,

and there is no attenuation of incident solar ultraviolet radiation by the lunar
atmosphere.
about 10

-2

For the solar proton wind, a 1 to 5 kev proton has a range of

em atmosphere,

6

or, roughly 3 x 10

lunar atmosphere of mean molecular weight

18

I f.!. molecules em -2 for a

}J.. Consequently,

if the lunar

magnetic field 1trength is less than about 10 -2 gauss, the solar proton stream
strikes the moCin 1 s surface with negligible loss of energy due to its passage
through the

ten1~ous

lunar atmosphere.

The same conclusion applies to the

more energetic cosmic rays.
Now what is the effect of these radiations on terrestrial microorganisms
deposited on the lunar surface?

We consider microorganisms because they

are known to be much less radiosensitive than other life-forms,

8

at least in

part because there is less which can go wrong in a simple organism than in
a complex one.

In addition, the accidental deposition of many microorganisms

on the lunar surface is a much more likely contingency than the accidental
deposition of large numbers of other life -forms.
In Appendix I, expressions are derived (eqs. 7 and 8) for the time in

which a population of I'!
.

0

organisms, having a mean lethal dose, D, !or a

given radiation. and characteristic dimensio11s, a, is reduced to N organisms
by radiation of intensity I.
number of values of N/N

0

In Table I, these lifetimes are tabulated for a

and a.

The intensities are those appropriate to
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the lunar surface for nq;ligible atmosphere and magnetic field strength, and
so are equally app,.opriate to interplanetary space in the vicinity of the earthmoon

syst~>.m.

Consequently the derived lifetimes are also those of an unpro-

tected microorganism in free space, and so have a bearing on the panspermia
or. cosmozoa hypothesis (v., e. g., l, 22).

The X-ray emission in Table I is

taken from a theo:r·etical study of the solar corona

7

and is consistent with

rocket observations at quiet sun; the continuous uv intensities are computed
from an integration of the Planck equation for appropriate ultraviolet blackbody tem.per.atu:r·es; and the cosmic ray ilux is adopted from the flux inferred
to exist at the top of the ea:r·th 1 s atn10sphere.
For a. given organism, the mean lethal dose in roentgens is approximately invariant, under the same environmental conditions, for all ionizing
radiation, corpuscular and electromagnetic.

Data are not available howevet•

for the mean lethal dose for the relatively slow particles in the kilovolt solar
streams.

For the larger organisms these streams will destroy surface struc-

tures rather than irradiate the bulk of the organism.
lead to marked changes in the mPan lethal dose.
di.rection of change.
10

6

r/

0

Such a situation might

It is difficult to know the

Viruses characteristically lie in the range D

proto:r.oa generally have the sam•) range.

=10 5

to

8 11
Bacteria usually have
•

l
4
somewhat lower mean lethal doses, 10· t.o 10 r for E. coli, for example, and

10

4

to 10

5

r for the spores

of.~· ~e~t.'!:.~::_::}c~ and

A.

!:!.g~ 12

However,

there has been no systematic search for r.·adiorcsistant microorganisms, and
it is possible that microo:rganisms having mean lethal doses as high at 10

exist.

7

r

In addition, D in general has some functional dependence upon such

factors as the temperature, the oxygen tension, the time interval in which
the killing dose is applied, and the prest'nce of an external aqueous medium.

The dependence is in different directions in different organisms, and the in.teraction of the various effects is quite complex; but the resulting variation
in D is rarely as great as a factor of ten.

Considering all these points, then,

it appears that a conservative estimate for an average mean lethal dose due
. i z1ng
.
. 10 7 r.
to 10n
ra d'1at'10n 1s

For the non-ionizing ultraviolet radiation, D has a strong functional
dependence on wavelength, corresponding to the wavelength variation of molecular absorption cross·-sections.

Thei:·e is an absorption maximum at roughly

7\ 2600 due to the biochemically ubiquitous purines and pyrimidines, and
another, more pronounced, maximum. shortward of )., 2300, due to simple
diatomic functional groups, such as N-H.

Ultraviolet mean lethal doses are

2
given in ergs em - , and are generally measured at
value

D(

l\..

2537.

To obtain a mean

of D appropriate for a wide range of wavelengths we must know the

wavelength variation of D.

.

i\

3000)

=10 3 ergs

=10
em

5

ergs em

-2

12

For comxnon str·ains

~2

, D(

'"'A_

2537)

=10

4

of~·

ergs em

coli, for example,

-2

, and D( )..._ 2300)

Considering t:he decrease of D shortward of 1\.2300, a

conservative (i.e., upper limit) mean value of D for the wavelength region

l\

3000 to

'7\. 2000

appears to be the value at 7t 2537; this should be roughly

applicable for an ultraviolet black-body spectrum with a Wien peak longward
of

A 3000.

The mean lethal dose at

i\ 2537 for the more radioresistant bac-

teria, such as~- _subtilis spoJ:es, Sarci123: lut:ea, and the B/ r strain of~·
coli, are approximately 10

5

ergs em -z

12

An unusual case is the protozoon

Paramecium multimicronucleatum, for which D(

1\ 2537)

= 10

6

2 11
ergs em - .

Considering, finally, the environmental dependences of D mentioned in the
preceding paragraph, and the possibility of undiscovered microorganisms of
extreme radioresistance, we adopt .. s a mean "alue of D for ultraviolet

radiation in the region

1. 3000 to A.2000, D::: 10 7 ergs cm- 2 .

For the region

shortward of ::\_2000, Dis certainly less than 10 6 ergs cm- 2 .
Where the computed lifetimes are greater than a month, they have been
divided by two - except for the cosmic ray lifetimes - to allow for the lunar
night.

For times shorter than a month, continuous solar illumination has

been assumed, but of

cour~:~e,

all such times may be as long as a month if the

organism is deposited in a region soon after the terminator has left the region.
A l kg. instrumented lunar package may easily contain 10 10 microorganisms; 1 it is very unlikely that any packages for the immediate future
. as many as 1 o20 m1croorgan1sms.
.
.
Wl'11 contaln

Accordingly, we see from

Table I that all n1icroorganisms deposited and exposed to the sun will be
killed by uv in a few hours.

Similarly, fully illuminated microorganisms

in cislunar space will also survive only a few hours.

Hence the panspermia

hypothesis is untenable for unprotected microorganisms of comparable radiosensitivity to terrestrial microorganisms. ·On the other hand, suppose some
microorganisms somehow survived in space and are deposited in a lunar
crevasse or other depression, always shielded from solar radiation.
killing will be effected only by cosmic radiation.

Then,

Because of secondary

cascade, cosmic radiation reaches an intensity maximum slightly greater than
the surface value at a depth uf a Lout 10 em on the moon, according to rec.ent
work. 13 It is reduced to 10-l the surface flux at a depth of about one meter,
and to terrestrial surface values at a depth of a few meters.

Hence, micro-

organisms shielded from the sun, but just beneath the lunar surface will not
be killed by cosmic radiation for several hundred million years; microorganisms
at greater depths will have even lon6er lifetimes. Similarly, cosmozoa imbedded in, fo
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Table I

LIFETIMES OF DEPOSITED MICROORGANISMS ON THE
Intensity in

Adopted

P.71l

a

l1l

MOO::-~"

Lethality Times in Seconds

MLD

Uitraviolet
continuum,
A3000 to
)..2000
Ultraviolet
continuu1n,
A2000 to
)._1000
"

c::l

""

Solar
proton
wind,

10

4

7
10
erg
em

10

2

10

2

7
10
a

2

X

10

opaque

2

X

10

2

X

10

10-3
10-3

r

I

~ quiet
" ....... so J.
sun

roomie

rays,
quiet sun

10

10-1

7

r

10- 3

1.07
10-3

r

1

X

10

1

X

10

1

X

10

4

2

X

10

2

X

10

2

X

10

4

3

X

10

3

X

10

3

X

10

4

5

X

10

5

X

10

5

X

10

4

4

5

5

5

5

-2

~ quiet sun
Soft
X-rays

3

-2

6
10
erg
em

opaque

400

10-4

2

X

10-5

3

X

10- 3

2

X

10-4

1

4
3

10
2
10

10-5

1

X

8
10
7
10
7
10

Almost
transparent

4

X

10

X

14

1

X
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aFor the larger or;;:.nisms these streams will destroy surface structures rather than irradiate the bulk of the
organism. Such a situation might lead to marked changes in the mean lethal dose ..
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example, a. meteorite would have lifetimes comparable to the age of the solar
system, and the panspermia hypothesis cannot be ruled out under these circum stances.
Now what is the possibility that microor·ganisms deposited on the moon
will actually be shielded?
much debated p;oblem,

14

The nature of the lunar surface is a complex and
which need not be reviewed here.

terest to ca.ll attention to a few points.

But it is of in-

From eclipse temperature measurements

and radio observations it is known that there i

fl

a dust covering on the moon,

but estimates of its depth range from millimeters to miles.

However, Whipple

has called attention to the experimental fact that dust, in a vacuum, and irradiatt~d

with a c:orpuscular and electromagnetic flux of approximately solar

com.position, will congeal, forming a low-density, semi-porous matrix.

If

the lunar surface material has a similar structure, it would appear very possible for m.icroorganisms to be lodged in the interstices of the matrix, in
such positions as to be shielded from the sun 1 s rays at all angles of insolation.

Und•!r these conditions, the Skrvival for very great periods of time of

dormant anaerobic microorganisms deposited near the surface would seem
to be a possibility which cannot be neglected.

A determination of the micro-

structu•e of the moon 1 s surface material is therefore of great importance.
The killing of an organism., of course, does not necessarily involve
its chemical dissociation, and long after death occurs, in an anhydrous
<•S•-·pl.lc {'JWironment, rnany aspects of the organism 1 s characteristic biodH~Jnir.al

~~

tucture will be maintained.

After long periods of continued

jrradiatwn, enough bonds would be broken to destroy .most of the long-chain
I

biologir_:al polymers such as proteins and nucleic acids.

The problem is

complirat.• d by the existence of radiation protection devices (catalase,
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cytochromes, sulfhydryl compounds, photorcac tivation mechanisms) in most
contemporary organisrns.
the collection of di

Because oi the Franck-Rabinowitch cage effect,

ssociat~'d

molecules arising frOin the original organism

would tend to rf!main in close physical contact.

Ionizing radiation is very

much more efficient than non-ionizing radiation in depolymerizing and dissociating organic molecules.
charring occurs at about 10

Breaking of all hydrogen molecular bonds and

10

r (v., e. g., 5).

Charring by the solar proton

wind occurs in from months to yea.t's, depending on the size of the dissociated
organisn1.

If, however, the lunar sut·face magnetic field exceeds 10-

2

gauss

and the proton wind does not penetrate to the surface, it may take as long as
several thousand years for charring to be induced by soft solar X-rays.

Thus

the value of the lunar magnetic field strength has great relevance for the question of possible biochemical contamination of the moon.
As dissociation advances, lunar temperature effects would become more
important, small molecules being readily dissociated at 100° C.

For example,

the most thermostable amino acid, alanine, has a thermostability half-life at

100° C. of approximately 10

3

lives not less than ten years.

years,

16

with most other amino acid.s having half-

Molecules shielded from dissociation by radiation

would be relatively unaffected by lunar temperatures, and if lodged beneath a
few centimeters of insulating lunar surface 1naterial, could have very long lifetimes.

Section Two
Pr:_oduction of Organic Matter in

th.~

Early History of the Moon

There is reason to believe that the moon, along with other bodies in the
solar system, was formed some 5 to 6 x 10

9

years ago from the solar nebula,

a vast gas and dust cloud of essentially cosmic distribution of the elements.

...l.

~,

I 1

17

The contraction timescale for the sotar nebula was the Helmholtz-Kelvin
period, approximately 10

8

years.

At the end of this period, the sun approach-

ed the main sequence in the Hertzsp.rung-Russell diagram, thermonuclear
reactions were initiated, and solar electromagnetic and especially corpuscular radiation dissipated the nebula f-rom a round the urotoplanets and their
atmospheres.

The dissipation timescale for the soLar nebula is estimated

by Kuiper as between 10

8

and 10

9

years.

18

After tfle clearing out of inter-

planetary space, hot exospheres established in tre protoplanetary atmospheres
led to efficient evaporation of the planetary enve l.opes, a process aided by the
long mean free paths in inter·planetary Hpace aud the low escape velocities
(due to smaller mass/radius raf.ios for the pr.>toplanets than for the present
planets).

The time for the emporati.on of the prototerrestrial atmosphere ap-

pears to be roughly 10

8

years.

19

During the events just outlined, chernic.al compounds and condensates
were raining down on the protoplanetary sHrfaces, forming the outermost
layers.

After the evaporation of the atmospheres of the terrestrial proto-

planets, intern<d heating must have vaporized much of the condensates,
thereby forming secondary atmospheres of similar chemical composition to
the initial p.>:>otoatmospheres.

The pt"esent Martian, Venusian and terrestrial

atmospheres a.re believed to be ult.Jmately of such secondary origin.

Similar-

ly, the moon znust have possessed a s<'condary atmosphere at one time, whidl,
however, sincf.: has been lost. to space because of the low lunar escape velocity.

If not replenished £:rom the interior, a lunar- atmosphere will escape to

space in roughly 10

3

years,

its

can be con1puted from the work of Spitzer.

20

Hence the lifetime of the secondary lunar atznospher.e depended entirely on
the supply rate of gases from the lunar inter·ior.

?..7 ?.

This is difficult to estimate,

but it is not impossible that extensive lunar vulcanism lasted for 10
years.

7

or 10

8

Although it is unlikely that the lunar craters are volcanic in origin,

other lunar surface features exist which are of undoubted volcanic origin.

32

We now consider the penetration of solar ultraviolet radiation into the
various gaseous envelopes which sur· rounded the moon in its early history.
The absorption cross-section of ammonia, the most prominent nitrogencontaining molecule in cold cosmic gases, shortward of A2600 is greater
than 1010

6

19 cm 2 .

Hence, as long as the mean density of ammonia exceeded

molecules em -

uv shortward of

3

between the moon ar.d the sun in the solar nebula, solar

t\ 2600 did not reach the lur.ar vicinity.

This ammonia den-

sity correspon(,s to a hydrogen number. density of about 10 9 molecules em for cosmic abundances; i.e., about 10 -lS gm cuof thiEJ order were reduced rapidly,
the 10

8

18

3

3

Interplanetary densities

and we conclude that during most of

to 10 9 years in which the solar nebula was being dissipated, solar uv

shortward of ), 2600 was reaching the protoatmosphere of the moon.

Be-

cause the lunar protoatmosphere had not yet begun to escape, due to the
short mean free paths within the solar nebula, the lunar protoatmosphere
remained opaque to solar uv during this period.

After the dissipation of the

solar nebula, the lunar protoatmosphere was opaque in the uv for most of
its lifetime.

In this same period, the moon must have been situated within

the protoatmospl.1ere of the earth, and so the moon's sudace must have been
protected from solar uv by lunar and terrestrial pr-otoatmospheres for almost

10

8

years.

Af•;er the evaporation of these protoatmosphe1·es, apd the o1·igin

of the secondary lunar atmospher-e, it is not clear how long the secondary
atmosphere was maintained at sufficient density to absorb all incident solar
radiation shortwa.rd of

J\

2600.

The true time may be anywhere between 10
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3

and 10

8

years, depending on the rate of gaseous exhalation from the primitive

lunar interior.

But from terrestrial experience, one might expect the larger

value to be nearer to the truth.
The later solar nebula in the vicinity of the moon, and the primary and
the eecon.dary lunar atmospheres, all having cosmic composition, were composed largerly of CH , NH , H o, with smaller amounts of H , He, N ,
3
2
2
2
4
CO, C0 , A, Ne, and the interaction products of these molecules.
2

The ef-

fect of solar ultraviolet light (and f'lectric discharges) on such an atmosphere.
is well known; organic molecules of fair complexity (up to molecular weight
.._,.... 100) are produced efficiently, almost independently of the relative proportiona of precursors.

Amino and other organic acids, pyrroles, pyridines,

and simple hydrocarbons and their polymers are among the synthesized
molecules.

21 22
'
The syntheses are in general non-equilibrium processes;

radiation both produces and destroys the organic molecules, but
production rate is proportional to the photon flux.

the~

In addition, becauae the

molecular weight of these molecules was greater than the mean molecular
weight of the nebula or atmosphere, they diffused to the surface under the
influence of the lunar gravitational field.

The time for such molecules to

diffuse to atmospheric depths where photo-dissociating uv does not penetrate
can be shown to be of the same order as the time between absorptions of
photo-dissociating photons.

23

Consequently, with reaction products being

removed from the system, the quantum yield in the primitive lunar envelopes
must have been greater than that in contemporary laboratory experiments in
which reaction products are not being removed from the system.
Recently a series of experiments on uv synthesis of organic mclecules
Yihich permits quantitative conclusions has been performed by W. Groth in

Bonn.

24

0,

The overall quantum yield,

for the production of amino acids

alone from a gas tnixture of ethane, ammonia and water is between 10and 10

-5 .

4

The valae appears to be approximately independent of wavelength

between 1\ 2537 and(\, 1470.

Because of the rapidly decreasing NH

3

absorp··

tion cross-section longward of 7\2600, radiation of much longer wavelengths
should be synthetically ineffective.
In the primitive lunar envelopes, methane, not elhane, was the principal carbon molecule.

The quantum yield for the photoproduction of ethane

from methane is about 10-l at 1\ 1470.

25

Assuming the synthesis of amino

acids from methane, ammonia and water is a wavelength-independent as the
synthesis from ethane, ammonia and water, we conclude that the ~ appropriate to primitive conditions is about a factor of ten less than Groth's
laboratory value.

This point should be checked experimentally.

Since the

time between collisions is much shorter than the time between absorptions
of uv photons in the primitive lunar atmosphere,

23

the differing pressures,

temperatures, and densities should not significantly alter the overall quantum yields.

It is difficult to estimate by what factor the overall quantum

yield should be increased to allow for the gravitational diffusion of the synthesized molecules out of the radiation field.

Simultaneous irradiation over

the whole range of wavelengths shortward of 'h 2600 should also increase

0.

Provisionally, let us take an overall quantum yield for the photoproduction
of amino acids in the primitive lunar atmosphere or neighboring solar
nebula of

0

=10- 6

between /-,2600 and

'7\

uncertainty of at least a factor of ten.

1470, remembering that there is an

If we knew the flux of solar radia-

tion between these wavelengths in primitive times, we would be able to
r.ompute the arrival rate of amino acids on the ancient lunar surface.
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The present solar flux at
about 5000°K. ~

6

w~

A 2600 ia that of a black-body of temperature

are interested in the radiation flux after the aun 1 1

evolutionary track in the Herhlsprung-Russell diagram has joined the malA
sequence, and the dissipation of the solar nebula has begun.

At the juncture

with the.main $equence some 5 :x: 10 9 years ago, the luminosity was about
half a bolometric magnitude less than at present, a.nd the radius about
0. 87 R@ .

27 28 29
'
•
10 9 years later, about 4 x 10 9 years ago, the eolar
I

radius was about 0. 90 R

0

, whUe the solar luminosity had inc:reaaed from

29
to about 0. 73 L .
We write L and R for the pre1ent
0
0
0
0
solar luminosity and radius. Knowing the luminosities and radii at theae

about 0. 69 L

two representative times, the ultraviolet black-body temperature and geometrical dilution factors can be computed, and the radiation flux shortward
of a given wavelength at the two times obtained by integrating the Planck
equation.

The ultraviolet temperatures were about the same at the two times

(0. 975 the presen,t temperature) as are the dilution factors (about 0. 8 the
present value).

The quiet solar ultraviolet photon fluxes of wavelength

shortward of

A 2600 in the vicinity

puted to be Q

:c

7 x 10

14

photons em

of the moon at these times is then com-

-Z

sec

-1

, roughly the present value.

Assume now that uv radiation of intensity Q falls fort seconds on an opaque,
gaseous envelope surrounding the moon, and produces 1nolecule s of molecular weight

fJ-

with quantum efficiency 0.

Let r be the distance £rom the

center of the moon such that all molecules of molecular weight
at

dista.nr~n

produced

less that r are gravitationally captured by the moon, wh:Uo those

produced at distances greater than r will escape.
Yrill be distributed over a moon of radius R.

T\le synthesized moleculoi!J

The mean surface denci"::y of

deposited material will then be

where N A js Avogadro's number.
Because of the moon's proximity to the more massive earth, much
material produced in the lunar vicinity must nevertheless have been captured
by the earth.

We adopt as a minimum value of r, r

=R;

i.e., we neglect

lunar gravitational capture of molecules produced outside a cylinder of
lunar radius extending from the moon to the sun.

This approximation is,

of course, very nearly exact for the secondary lunar atmosphere; but it
gives only minimum values of r for the times of the solar nebula and the
original lunar protoatmosphere.
In Table II we have listed values of O"computed from the above equa-

tion for Q

=:

7 x 10

14

photons em

-2

sec

-J

, and

f-

= 100, for various values of

t and ~.

Table II
LUNAR AMJNO ACID SURFACE DENSITIES IN gm cm-

2

---~

_.,

t

__in_

10 -

10-6

10-7

3

10-·2

10- 3

10-4

4

10-1

10-2

10-3

l

10-1

10

1

-l
10
10 ·-l

~~gJ: [;!

10
10
10
10
10
10

0

5
6
7
8

l09

10
10
10

2
3
4

10
?

10~

10

3

:o ~)
10

2

I

Envelope

,; ' '" !
sc ·~·ondary

lunar
E. tl:tlo

l'..l:..~c...r

sola1

sphere

prc..toatnw spl~.e:·"
ne~~~~:_a

~----------·--

--

We see that very considerable amino acid sur-face densities were produced
from the solar nebula and lunar protoatmosphere (t = 10

7

to 10

9 years).

How-

ever, most of this material rained down while the moon was still being formed,
and therefore must either be buried at great depths below the present lunar
surface, or have been thermally dissociated in the volcanic processes which
evolved the secondary lunar atmosphc1·e.

Organic matter produced in the

secondary lunar atmosphere appears tJ have a much better chance of residing
near the present lunar surface and h;l\)ng avoided dissociative processes (see

b e l ow ) .

M 1'll er

21

21 f' d ff. .
.
an d G rot h
.ln e 1·:::1ent pro d uctlon
o f ot h er sub stances

besides amino acids, s01ne with grea1:er quantum yields (especially formic
and acetic acids) and many with lesser quantum yields.
tion of organic matter after the rnoon 1 s

10 gm em

-2

The overall deposi-

fonnation n•ay well have exceeded

This figure is greatly in excess of any possible accretion of

cometary or interstellar organic matter.

23

During the time of deposition,

the lunar atmosphere would have inhibited thermo- and photo-dissociation
of the deposited molecule.
As the secondary lunar atn1osphcre gradually escaped to space, andreplenishment from the interior eventually fell off, the rate of atmospheric
organic synthesis decreased and the penef.ration of short wavelength radiation
to the surface increased.

In add1tion, the surface temperature gradually rose,

due both to the loss of !he insulat.mg at1nosphere, and to the concentration of
radioactive elements towards the su c Eace as a
of the lunar mantle.

cons~quence

of the formation

The effect of heat a.nd uv on the molecules described

above is most >-ema.J·kable.

Although the second law of thermodynamics is

obeyed, a large fraction of the molecules, with activation energies supplied,
partake in organic syntheses of a higher order of complexity.

:1P.

Poly;?eptides

arise from amino acids, hydrocarbon dimers and trimers form long-chain
polymers, and in gene:-.-a.l ve·ry complex organic molecules are constructed
(almost all of which, incidentally, are utili?.ed by and are part of contemporary
terrestrial organisms).

22 3
•

° Finally,

because complicated molecules are

more resistant to heat and radiation than are simpler molecules (at least in
part due to the Franck-Rabinowitch cage effect}, the syntheses are biased
towards the net production of the most cornplicated organic molecules
(v., e. g., 31).
Although continued radiation and high temperatures would lead to the
eventual destruction of all these molecules, we muRt remember that meteoritic matter

VI

at:: falling into the lunar atmosphere throughout the period of

organic synthesis.

Whipplt~ 15

estimates that about 50 gm/cm

matter falls on the moon each 10

8

yea>~S

2

of meteoritic

at present rates of infall.

In addi-

tion, it is almost certain that the rate of meteoritic infall on the moon in
primitive times was much greater than today.

For example, Kuiper

32

be-

lieves the moon, receding from the earth because of tidal friction, passed
through a sediment ring of silicates and ices which encircled the earth.

As

one consequence of this meteoritic infall in primitive times, the moon's
surface must have received a dust cover, probably composed primarily of
silicates and ices, which can be identified, at least in part, with the present
lunar surface material.

The organic molecules would then be covered by a

protective la·rer insulating them from the extremes of lunar temperature and
absorbing the incident solar radiation and subsequent meteoritic infall.

The

laying dovm of the initial protective covering could have itself caused some
destructlon of the molecules because of heat generation during impacting of
the initial meteoritic infall.

For a sufficiently dense atmosphere during
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this initial phase such an efiect would not be serious.

Provided that no large

scale destructive events have subsequently occurred, it is therefore not unreasonable to expect the presence of both simple and complex organic
molecules on the moon, beneath the dust layer, and with an average surface
density of as much as 10 gm em

-2

These remarks apply properly only to

regions on the moon where it is certain there have been no extensive lava
flows; the southern highland appears to be ouch a region.

32

A sample of appropriate lunar sub-surface material should then have
an organic fraction easily detectable by simple chemical analyses.

When

compared with suitable laboratory results, a quantitative and qualitative
analysis would give important clues on the early history of the solar system.
Because of its great potential importance, the admittedly very speculative possibility must be raised that life arose on the moon before the secondary
lunar atmosphere was lost.
on the moon 5 x 10
earth 5 x 10

There is considerable likelihood that conditions

9 years a.go were not very different from conditions on the

9 years ago.

Recent thinking on the origin of life on this planet

is increasingly inclined towards a very rapid origin for the first self-

.
. . 1ar event ; lao occurred on the moon,
repro d uc1ng
system. 22, 31 If a s1m1
natural selection may be expected to have kept pace with the increasingly
more severe lunar environment, at least for some period of time.

Although

the chances of extant life on the moon seem exceedingly remote, there is a
finite possibility that relics of past lunar organisms, if any, could be preserved indefinitely if sequestered well beneath the protective cover of the
upper lunar surface material.

2.8 0

Section Three
Conclusion
Due to the possible similarity in primitive organic syntheses on the
earth and the moon, assurance cannot be given that organic matter indige•
nous to the moon will be distinguishable from accidentally deposited
terre atrial organic matter.

However, indigenous organic matter will be

primarily localized beneath the congealed lunar dust layer; while deposited
terrestrial organic matter should be primarily localized at the surface.
Even microorganisms in dust matrix interstices shielded £rom solar illumination would probably be £ar above any indigenous lunar organic matter.
I£ the lunar maria are frozen lava fields, a landing on them would be greatly

preferable to a landing on non-lava areas such as the southern highlands.
Before any moonfall is attempted, the microstructure of the lunar surface
material and the lunar magnetic field should be studied as effectively as
possible.

In spite of the unlikeliho1d of biological contamination difficulties,

it is still probably good scientific cnution to make the instrument package
as aseptic as practical considerations arrived at
will permit.

~\fter

serious evaluation

Appendix I

SURVIVAL TIME OF AN IRRADIATED POPULATION

Appendix I

SURVIVAL TIME OF AN IRRADIATED POPULATION

We consider a population of N

organisms,

3
gm em - , characteristic size a em,

p

den·sity

0

each having mean
and mean lethal dose

of a given kind of electromagentic or corpuscular ionizing radiation,
D roentgens.
I erg em

-2

The population is irradiated with an intensity of

sec

-1

of the given kind of radiation, which has a mass

u!.p em 2 gm -1 .
absorption coefficient in organic matter of .,...
1

We a:re

interested in the time, t, in seconds, for the population to be depleted
from N

0

to N organisms.

Let J be the energy absorbed by unit cross-section or org<J.nism
due t0 a dose of d roentgens.

Then, since one r corresponds to the

absorption of 93 ergs/gm,
( 1)

On the other hand, if the energy

i.::_<;:~dent

organism is E , then, by Beer 1 !.l

on unit croas-s<Jction of the

Law, the energy transmitted througl-.

0

the organism is

Consequently, the energy absorbed by the organism is

£:

c:t

Now if E
E

a

= J

'

a

=£ 0

- £ ::: £
&

;-

o

·-f:v/-

0

aJ

I 1- e '~ ~' P P ·
J..-

..

ergs absorbed hy 1 C'm' corresponds to a do:.e o£

and frnrn eq'L {J) ;:. nd (3),
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(3)

.../

c

roer,tc~ns,

Consequently, the time,

?:' ,

for one organism to accumulate D roentgens

due to an incident flux of I erg em-

2

sec

-1

is

(5)
Assuming an exponential survival curve for U,e population of organisms,
the number surviving after time t will be

(6)
Solving eq.

(6) for t, substituting from eq J. (4) and (5}, and converting

from natural to common logarithms, we Jbtain for the time in which the
population will have been depleted to N '1rganisms,

t

=£14- a~(Dj/)(-

-;
e -~/f)~t/ /7)

0 (/1{,/N)

(7)

In the case that the mean lethal dose, D, is given directly in

units of erg em

-2

instead of roentger.s, as is the case for ultraviolet

irradiation, eq. (7) is replaced by

(8}
Table I was constructed from eqs. (7) and (8) with the following
simplifications.

was taken as unity throughout.

For an organism opaque in the given radiation,
and eqs. (7) and (8) reduce respectively to
(9)

and
( 10)
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For an organism which is almost transparent in the given radiation,
and a Taylor series expansion of the exponential reduces
eqs. (7) and (8) respectively to
( 11)

and
( 12)
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CURRENT ATTITUDES AND ACTIVITIES REGARDING
BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION OF EXTRATERRESTP1AL BODIES

A.

Organizations Active in the Field
(1) Ad Hoc Committee on Contamination b> Extraterrestrial
Exploration, International Council of Scie1.tific Unions
(CETEX)

For membership and recommendations, see Science, 128, 887 (195·8),
and Nature, ..!§1.• 925 (1959).

The organization is now defunct.

(2) Eastern and Western. Ad Hoc Advisory Groups to Committee on Long Term Projects, Space Science Board,
National Academy of Sciences (EASTEX and WESTEX)
EASTEX has had one meeting, WESTEX three.

Present membership

of WESTEX is R. N. Bz·acewell, Stanford, Astronomy; M. Calvin, U. of
Calif., Berkeley, Chemistry; R. Davies, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Space
Vf'hicles; N. Horowitz, Ca.ltech, Mi ·.:robiological Genetics; R. M. Badger,
Caltech, Chemistry; J. Leder·berg, Stanford, Microbiological Genetics;
D. Mazia, U. of Calif., Berkeley, Zoology; A. G. Ma.rr, U. of Calif.,
Davis, Bacteriology; A. Novick, U. o.f Oregon, Biophysics; C. Sagan, U.
of Chicago, Astronomy; G.

St·~n+;,

U. of Calif., Berkeley, Virology;

C. B. van Niel, St<tn.ford, Microbiologlcal BiodJ.emistry; H. F. Weaver,
U. of Calif.,

Be:rk.,..~.A.y,

Astr-onom.y.

Views of these organizations are

u.n>cussed below.
(3) Panel on Extrate:o:-rest:dal Life, Armed Forces National Research Co1mcil Con1mittee on BioAstronautics, N;1·i::ud Academy of Sciences

This group has just been formed.
July.

The first meeting is scheduled for

Present composition is M. Cahin, U. of Calif., Berkeley, Chemistry,

Chairman; J. R. Platt, U. of Chicago, Physics; Cmdr. M. Ross, ONR,
USN; C. Sagan, AR.F - Yerkes, Astronomy; G. Stent, U. of Calif.,
Berkeley, Virology; R. Vishniac, Harvard, Microbiology; H. F. Weaver,
U. of Calif., Berkeley, Astronomy.
B.

Present Climate of Opinion

From informal rneeting notes and personal communications we have
formed some idea of the prevailing climate of opinion.

Naturally any sum-

mary statement cannot be uniformly supported by all' individuals, but a
definite view does exist both for groups a a.nd b.
CETEX feels that the likelihood of any biological contamination of the
moon is very small, since the possibility of reproduction of a deposited
terrestrial microorganism is taken to be negligible.
fusion of

dc~posited

The possible con-

ter.restrial organisms with indigenous lunar organic

matter is considered to exist; but if the number of moonfalls is kept within
bounds, CETEX feels that the contamination will be quantitatively small,
and re stric:ted to a limited fraction of the moon 1 s area,
On the other hand, conta.mir,&tion is considered to be a rnuch greater
ha:r.ard for 1·.1ars and Venus, and CETEX urges the development of decontamination procedures to be used on all lunar- probes in order to test later
dr:cent.amjn<,tion techniques for Mars and Venus.
~:.ASTEX

and WESTEX agree that a deposited terrestrial micro-

o'-:-g;::nisrn would pr-obably be unable to reproduce on the moon, since there
"~r;:·eaz-s
w~

to D{)

;in

do nc't k:1ow

ahsence of biochemical p!:ec:ursors.

th'~

lnnil.r

sub-su;filC<~

conditions;

On the other hand

Fren1~in

has recently

pointed out that temperatures a .few meters below the lunar surface may be
many hundreds of degrees centigrade, and it is not impossible that subsurface organic n1atter exists.

Under these conditions reproduction of ·

terrestrial microorganisms might occur

In view of the geometrical re-

production rate of terrestrial microorganisms under suitable conditions,
and the absence of greater knowledge of sub-surface conditions, EASTEX
and WESTEX urge that no moonfall be attempted until more information is
available and that all lunar probes be rigorousl·r decontaminated.
EASTEX and WESTEX consider the poss1ble confusion of deposited
terrestrial organic matter with indigenous lu11ar organic matter to be a
greater danger than does CETEX.

They pobt out that a hard lunar landing

will probably deposit contaminants over a Luge fraction of the lunar surface, not a very restricted region as

CETJ~X

seems to assume.

there is the possibility that life arose in ancient lunar history.

In addition
If a viable

organism were recovered on the moon - • it would probably be detected by
clone formation in a suitable medium - - the problem would arise as to
whether it was lunar or terrestdal in origin.

Similarities in biochemistry

and/or morphology with contemporary terre atrial organisms would not
necessarily incl,icate contaminate ry origin, bee a use primitive life -forms on
other planets might very well resemble primitive life-forms on the earth.
EASTEX and WESTEX also emp:P..asize that deposited microorganisms could
easily be shielded from solar radiation by lunar surface material, and so
rapid radiative killing cannot be relied upon.

They stress the

imror~ ...... ce

of bicJ ..>gicd anti astro.wmical infcrmation wh:c:1 IIi!ght be destroyed hy
c ont~uninati.on.
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It is interesting to note that CETEX contains no micro-biologists, and

that membership was not made on the basis of applicability of the members•
research to the problen1 at hand, but on the basis of representation from
each of the constituent organizations of the ICSU.

In addition there exists the

statement by a CETEX member that CETEX was afraid to state the contamination case too strongly for fear

itt3

advice would not be heeded at all.

It might be argued that since the first moonfall is very likely to be by
a Soviet vehicle, the concern of EASTEX and WESTEX is somewhat academic.
There have been no Soviet scientists calling attention to the contamination
problem, and U.S.S.R. representation on CETEX coald not be secured.
However, concerted effort by the American scientific community might bear
fruit.

For ex<.mple, much of the pioneer work on the origin of life problem

is by the Russian biochemist, A. I. Oparin, who might be expected to have
an interest in pre-biological lunar organic molecules.
made to contact Opax·in.

Attempts are being

The U. S. propaganda possibilities following a

U.S.S.R. lunar contamination - - or vice versa - - should not be overlooked.
C.

Future Work

Work already initiated and expected to continue into the near future
includes (1) development of automatic devices for detection of microbiolog5.cal. rep'l:'oduc:tJon on a sult.arle prepared medium, and (2) testing of
decontami'1aLts, especially

ethyl~ne

oxide and radiation, to determine

whether ad•.'qu·if.Q clr:contanYin.'ltion is possihl.e without destroying instrume;1~ation.

F:lr radiation,

at least, the situation appears marginal.

Later

wo!'k mig 11t inchHle the s!and;;, rdiz.:.,.tion of organic components- - e. g.,
plastics - -of :rnis.>i1e syste:--1s intc a :few ch;n-acteristic, biochemically

2}2

unlikely compounds.
Research on the infrared reflection spectra of a variety of solid organic
molecules is underway at the U. of Calif., for future comparison with satellite telescope and ltmar and planetary probe spectrograms.

ARF work on

visible and near IR absorption spectra of gaseous organic molecules for
comparison with spectra of the Jovian planets will also be continued on a
larger scale at Berkeley.
Publications may be expected within the next year or two from both
EAST EX- WEST EX and from the Armed Forces -

N~C

of biological contamination of extraterrestrial bodies.

panel on the question
WEST EX is con-

templating the writing of a handbook on the whole question of extraterrestrial
organic matter, extraterrestrial life, and contamination; while the Armed
Forces - NRC panel is considering monographs on individual subjects.

The

Bio-Astl·onautics Committee feels that such monographs might clear the air
on controversial issues, saving much needless and repetitious argument in
other committees and agencies.
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